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FOREWORD
The plight of America’s schools generally and the racial achievement
gap in particular have been matters of contention for several decades.
As educators have made eliminating the gap their central concern, the
overall quality of education given to American children of all races has
declined. Yet despite the many efforts— enumerated in this book—the
racial achievement gap has remained stubbornly unchanged. It is time
for a new approach.

I wish to thank all my friends and supporters, including those who
would have preferred I not write this book for fear of personal attacks.
Without all the criticism I would not have had the fortitude to stay with
this project and gather the information I have over the past 50 years. I
can only hope this country has another 50 years to reorient its
educational policies according to a more realistic understanding of
human nature and human differences.

I wish to dedicate this book to the memory of Dr. Arthur Jensen,
professor, scientist, thinker, and courageous defender of the truth
concerning human differences and heredity.

—Robert J. Walters i
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INTRODUCTION
American educators have long been concerned with the differences in
average academic achievement between racial groups. Originally, the
issue concerned the failure of black pupils to achieve at the level of
whites, but as American society has become more racially diverse,
other groups have come into consideration. Today it is customary to
distinguish four groups: whites, blacks, Hispanics and Asians. Overall,
Asians do somewhat better than whites in school, while Hispanics do
somewhat better than blacks; but the gap separating whites and
Asians from Hispanics and blacks remains fairly large.

Figure Below: 2000 SAT9 by Ethnicity: Tenth-Grade Percentage
at or Above Grade Level (50th Percentile)

African American and Latino Students tend to score well below the
score of White students, though White students on 
average only reach grade level in math and history/Social 
Studies in grade nine, and in math and science in grade 10.

SOURCE: An urban high school, courtesy of Principle Exchange 
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Many causes have been proposed to explain all of these differences,
and many programs have been implemented in an effort to eliminate
them by improving the performance of blacks and Hispanics. 
All such efforts have failed; the racial gap has stubbornly persisted.
Some blame insufficient funding, some blame achievement tests
themselves, some blame the teachers—but nobody has found a
solution.

This book explains why the racial achievement gap exists, why it can
be expected to continue in the future, and how educational policy
makers might best respond to this state of affairs.
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Why focus on race in a country dedicated to Martin Luther King’s
vision of a color blind society? In part, because those most dedicated
to this vision are themselves the most concerned about the
achievement gap, which they see as proof of continuing unequal
treatment. More importantly, a study of these differences may lead us
to a more realistic, scientifically based understanding of human nature,



and to educational policies better adapted to helping children of all
races achieve their full academic potential. 
In short, this book is meant to offer a different perspective on
American education policy, and to suggest changes that might
maintain this nation’s position as a leader of the free world. Not
everyone will agree with my diagnosis or recommendations, but I hope
readers will be led to reconsider educational policy options without
their vision narrowed with ideological blinders. For the present system
is doing a disservice to teachers, to students, and to our country.

Country 
Shanghai-China* Singapore 
Hong Kong -China* Korea, Republic of Taipei-China* 
Finland 
Liechtenstein 
Switzerland 
Japan 
Canada 
United States

Math Rank Science Rank Reading Rank 
613 1 580 1 570 1 
573 2 551 3 542 3 
561 4 555 2 545 2 
554 5 538 7 536 5 
560 3 523 13 523 8 
519 15 545 5 524 6 
535 5 525 11 516 12 
531 9 515 19 509 16 
536 11 547 4 538 4 
518 14 525 10 523 9 
481 35 497 28 498 24



*Test scores and other information for China were reported only for
some regions, not for the country itself. Sources: Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development; Central Intelligence Agency’s World Factbook 
Index iii

PISA is Program for International Student Assessments and is
conducted periodically. This recap was done in 2012.



RACE AND AMERICAN EDUCATION
THROUGH

BROWN V. BOARD OF EDUCATION

Throughout American history, a proper education has always been
considered both a desirable goal for the individual and an important
benefit to society, but the means to these ends have evolved: from
one-room school houses through private, charitable or churchrelated
institutions, to public schools and mandatory attendance laws.

Records indicate that by 1770, private schools existed in all the 13
colonies, though in most places they remained scarce. In the Northern
colonies, free blacks were already eligible to attend such schools.

By 1820, separate private schools for whites and blacks had become
the usual practice throughout the North, although schools serving
blacks were comparatively scarce. Some schools were financed by
local governments, some by church organizations, and some by
charities.1 But we should bear in mind that no more than 25 percent of
white children received formal schooling at this time; most children of
both races were educated informally by their parents. Under the
influence of Massachusetts education reformer Horace Mann, non-
sectarian public schools proliferated through the Northern States
between the 1840s and the Civil War. It was only following the war
that the public school system was extended to the South.

1 John Hope Franklin, “History of Racial Segregation in America,” The

After the Civil War, most whites in the South were temporarily
removed from the voter rolls during the period known as
Reconstruction. Blacks held power in most Southern states at this
time, but made no effort to integrate schools. Even after whites
regained power in the South, blacks were noted to have received a



“relatively fair share of public funds under the promise of Southern
politicians to distribute public monies equally.”2

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, Southern progressives
began campaigning for the systematic segregation of all public
institutions by race. The Supreme Court gave its blessing to the
practice in 1896 when it ruled in Plessy v. Ferguson that states could
segregate public facilities, including schools, so long as they were
“equal.”

2 Ambrose Caliver, “Segregation in American Education,” The

By 1908, every state of the former Confederacy as well as the four
border states had extended their laws to cover segregated schools.
There was little black demand for integrated schools at this time; what
most blacks wanted was a job and basic education for their children.
J. M. Dabbs, e.g., the author of Southern Heritage, reported that in
the 1890s each race was willing to go to its schools. No less a black
leader than Booker T. Washington would say in Atlanta in 1895, “In all
things that are purely social we can be as separate as the fingers yet
one as the hand in all things essential to mutual progress.”

The discriminatory inequalities we so often hear about today began to
appear around the turn of the century. In North Carolina, e.g., the ratio
of money spent for whites and blacks was practically equal before
1900, with per capita spending on blacks in some years even slightly
higher than for whites. However, beginning in 1900– 1901 school year,
a significant differential in funding began to appear; by 1917, for every
dollar spent on the education of black children, whites received $3.08.
This trend met with opposition, however, and spending differentials
slowly began to diminish once again. By 1932, per capita expenditure
in North Carolina had risen to $19.40 for whites and $9.24 for blacks.
The Gaines v. Canada case (1938) held that if a state offered an
education for whites, it must offer the same for blacks as well. Many
other decisions with the same impact were rendered in the next 14
years.3



In 1940, the South’s ability to support education (measured in terms of
income per school child) was only about half that of the rest of the
United States by 1952, the per pupil value of buildings and equipment
had increased over 100 percent for whites and 300 percent for blacks.
In 1940, 54 percent of the schools for blacks were one-teacher
operations; in 1952 the figure had dropped to 10.2 percent. Likewise,
the quality of black teachers was improving during these years, and
the improvement was reflected in large pay increases. Some states
also subsidized education for blacks in subjects not available to them
within the state programs.

By 1952, North Carolina was spending $186 for each white student
compared to $149.50 for each black student; i.e., the spending gap
favoring whites had fallen to 20%. Alabama, Virginia, and the rest of
the states with segregated schools followed a similar pattern.

3 A. Rayford W. Logan, “The U.S. Supreme Court and the Segregation Issues,” The Annals,
March 1965. 
Funding differentials were predicted to disappear by 1960.4

The instruction offered at black colleges was not comparable to that
found in white colleges. It was more similar to the curricula of white
high schools. Most Americans did not consider this proof of any
injustice toward blacks. IQ testing had begun during the First World
War, and blacks were found to score on average fifteen points lower
than whites. The easier curricula in black schools were widely viewed
as a natural and necessary adaptation to the abilities of blacks. 
The egalitarian thinking which prevails today first became influential in
the 1930s through the efforts of Franz Boas and his followers. Racial
egalitarians believed that the lower academic performance of blacks
was caused by inferior schools, i.e., schools with fewer resources,
poorer teachers and less demanding curricula. They reasoned that if
segregation was abolished, and both races offered the same
opportunities, they could be expected to achieve the same academic
standards. In accordance with the new thinking, the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) began



to push for integration as a tool to improve black performance and
thus enhance the position of blacks in America.5 This campaign
culminated in the celebrated case of Brown vs. Board of Education of
Topeka, Kansas, decided by the Supreme Court in 1954. The
immediate point at issue was the desire of seven year old Linda
Brown’s parents to send her to the school closest to her home, which
was white, rather than force her to trek across town to the nearest
black school. But much more was involved. In the court’s words:

4 Thomas Woofler, Southern Race Progress (Washington, DC: Public Affairs Press, 1957).

To separate [children in grade and high schools] from others of similar
age and qualifications solely because of their race generates a feeling
of inferiority as to their status in the community that may affect their
hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone. Segregation of
white and colored children in public schools has a detrimental effect
upon the colored children.... for the policy of separating the races is
usually interpreted as denoting the inferiority of the negro group. A
sense of inferiority affects the motivation of a child to learn.
Segregation with the sanction of law, therefore, has a tendency to
slow the educational and mental development of Negro children and to
deprive them of some of the benefits they would receive in a racially
integrated school system.

5 Some black leaders disagreed. W. E. B. Du Bois broke with the NAACP in 1935 because he
felt that they were placing too much emphasis on desegregation, and that “most Negroes
cannot receive proper education in white institutions.”

Desegregation was decreed with the express purpose of providing
better education for blacks, which would presumably be measurable
by improved performance. By this standard, it was a clear failure. The
achievement gap between black and white has not grown smaller in
the sixty years since the Brown decision. Of course, desegregation is
still widely celebrated as a great moral triumph. But that is because it
is now viewed as an end in itself; the original educational rationale has
been quietly forgotten.



The most visible effect of desegregation was that many public schools
became de facto black schools, as whites moved to the suburbs or
transferred their children to private schools. In the South, many new
private schools were set up to meet the new demand. The commonest
reasons cited were discipline problems associated with blacks and the
slower pace of instruction blacks required, which needlessly held white
pupils back.

Career and Education: Failure of Counselors to Guide Young
Students in America (2014)
Jobsthatarenotworththemoneyspentforcollege:*

Athletic Training $35,000 $45,900 
Medical Training Starting Mid-Career Recreation & Leisure $35,800 $47,100 
Secondary School $34,500 $46,800 
Teacher 
Horticulture $35,200 $47,700 
Nutritionist $41,700 $56,400 
Social Worker $32,800 $46,600 
Theology $36,800 $51,600 
Preschool Teacher $32,200 $36,400 
Administrative Assistant $33,800 $41,300 
Clinical Laboratory $48,000 $59,900

*Published by Payscale, the creator of the largest compensation database in America 
Index iv



EARLY RESPONSES TO THE FAILURE OF
BROWN:

BUSING, TITLE I, HEAD START

In many parts of the North, residential housing patterns prevented the
Brown decision from having much practical effect. The racial
composition of schools reflected the usually unbalanced racial
demographics of the neighborhoods where they were located. By the
1960s, many reformers were no longer satisfied with this
arrangement. They sought to go beyond desegregation and achieve
real integration—racially balanced enrollments—in every school.

In 1963, New Rochelle, New York became the first northern district to
close its (single) black school and bus the children to surrounding
white schools. There was little resistance. Whites weren’t being forced
into black schools, and only 850 children were bused out of a total
school population of 11,000. While the school administrators admit the
test scores of the blacks did not improve, they stressed that there
was no evident erosion of white scores either.

The policy of achieving integration through busing received crucial
support from sociologist James

Coleman’s report Equality of Educational Opportunity, published in
1966 and popularly known as the “Coleman Report.”

The Coleman Report analyzed 570,000 students from 4,000 American
schools. Among its findings was that funding inequities between
majority white and majority black schools had disappeared. Most
importantly, it argued that black children performed somewhat better
in schools where they constituted a minority, but a large enough
minority not to feel socially isolated. 
Coleman believed the ideal situation was one where blacks made up
between 20 and 30 percent of the student body. In such a setting,



blacks would escape the effects of socialization in a lower class
culture where education was not valued. In Coleman’s words, “children
who themselves may be undisciplined, coming into classrooms that
are highly disciplined, would take on the characteristics of their
classmates and be governed by the norms of the classrooms.”6

Encouraged by Coleman’s research, some school districts began
busing children considerable distances to achieve integration in spite
of residential patterns.

By 1968, busing had caught on among educational leaders, and that
same year the Supreme Court gave its blessing to the practice (Green
vs. New Kent County). But early results were disappointing, even
where busing was accepted by all racial communities. In Hartford,
Connecticut, for instance, black and Puerto Rican kids from the
“slums” were bused to surrounding school districts as part of Project
Concern, inaugurated in 1968. School Director, Thomas Mahan, Jr.,
later admitted that there was little evidence of the expected academic
improvement, but defended the program because it gave minority
children a more positive self-image and motivated them to achieve.
This turned out to be mistaken; later studies revealed that the self-
image of black and Puerto Rican children was harmed once it became
clear they could not do as well in tests as their White suburban peers.
Residentially based segregation had spared them such invidious
comparisons.

6 See Ray Wolters, Race and Education, pp. 182-183.

Berkeley, California decided in 1968 to integrate its schools
completely; but after the first year, results of the “Berkeley Plan”
offered few assurances that mixing children racially would achieve the
results sought. Attacks by aggressive black gangs in the newly
integrated schools left many white parents searching for safer private
schools.7 Test results and teacher comments also indicated that with
the elimination of ability grouping, bright students were bored while
weaker students gave up all effort to learn. Desegregation has



produced neither the racial harmony nor the education results once
confidently expected.

7 Los Angeles Times, July 7, 1969

By the early 1970s, the practice of busing was widespread, despite
increasing opposition from parents. When a court ordered the largely
black Detroit schools to be consolidated with those of surrounding
white suburban areas, the resulting district was so large that some
children had to be bused three hours each day! The irony was hard to
miss. The original complaint in the Brown case had been that
segregation forced Linda Brown to travel across town rather than
attend her local school; now it was the reformers who were forcing
children to travel hours each day in the name of integration. The
Brown decision had ordered public schools to admit students on a
“nonracial basis”; now it was the reformers who were calling for
admissions on a racial basis to achieve integration.

By this time, studies were pouring in, and they did not support the
view that integration through busing had provided educational benefits
for black students. Their scores did not improve, and white students
were often harmed by an overall breakdown in discipline and the
slower pace of instruction that was necessary to accommodate slow
learners. Coleman also came to acknowledge that he had been
mistaken. The sample from which he had drawn his conclusions of
1966 consisted of black children who had either chosen to switch to
majority white schools or who already lived in majority white
neighborhoods. It had been “wishful thinking,” he now said, to believe
that comparable results could be obtained for all blacks through forced
busing.

As evidence of failure mounted, the Supreme Court reversed the lower
court ruling that had mandated the Detroit program (Milliken vs.
Bradley, 1974). The tide had turned, but it took another thirty-three
years for the issue to be finally resolved.



In 2000, a longstanding court desegregation order affecting Louisville,
Kentucky and surrounding Jefferson County was lifted. The school
district, however, voluntarily continued its busing program to insure
that between 15 and 50 percent of all school bodies in the district
remained black. As elsewhere, this did not narrow the achievement
gap. Black high school students trailed their white counterparts by 25
percent in reading and 34 percent in math in an achievement test
administered to 9th graders. “We have the most integrated school
system in the country,” says Carmen Weathers, a retired black
teacher. “That sounds good on a business brochure but has nothing to
do with education.”  
In 2002, a parent filed suit on the grounds that her son had been
denied admission at a certain school solely because of his race. Her
case was upheld by a Supreme Court decision of 2007. Since that
time, school districts have been forbidden to assign students on the
basis of race even as part of a voluntary effort to achieve integration.
Busing was dead. But this decision came more than 40 years after the
first studies demonstrating that busing produced no positive results on
minority achievement! By this time, over $50 billion had been spent on
such operations, about ten percent of the entire educational budget for
the districts involved. A good investment? I think not.

Busing to achieve racial balance was not the only effort undertaken
during the 1960s to raise black academic performance. The
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of President Lyndon
Johnson, popularly known as “Title One,” was passed in 1965 with the
aim of helping the poorest twenty percent of the population (consisting
disproportionately of blacks and other minorities) with new schools,
equipment and personalized tutoring. The average annual cost of this
program was $7.4 billion. By 1999, some $118 billion had been spent,
yet University of Michigan, education expert Maris Vinovskis
acknowledged that Title I was “a failure up to now.” The program has
been a failure since then as well, but has never been discontinued.
The most recent version formed part of George W. Bush’s No Child
Left Behind Act. It has never improved the test scores of its supposed
beneficiaries, nor has it reduced the achievement gap even modestly.



December 1975 Busing Census 
City 
Population

Charlotte 359,000 Denver 500,000 Pontiac 85,000 Prince

George’s 700,000

San  
Francisco 675,000 Tampa 500,00

Average one-way bus trip

30–45 Mins. 20 
Mins. 15 
Mins. 20 
Mins. 15

Mins. 30–35 Mins.

Race 
Proportion s in schools

W-66% B-34% W-50.7% B-19.1% H-27.2% Other 3% W-53% B-41% H-6% W-69% B-31%

Total Cost of Busing & Size of

School Budget

Students Bused When Busing Began

$3.5 million Out of $101

million

48,000 
Out of 
76,000 
$5.5 million Out of $149.5 million

29,000 
Out of 
76,500 
$1.3 million Out of $28 million

13,050 
Out of 
21,000 
$10.1 million Out of $211 
million



85,000 Out of 148,000 W-25% B-30% H-14% A-16% Other15%

$4.4 million Out of $160

million

25,000 
Out of 
68,000 
W-80% B-20%

$4.447 million Out of $136.8 million

60,000 Out of 110,000

1969 1974 1971 1973 1971 1971
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Also launched in 1965 was the highly publicized Head Start program,
offering early childhood education and good nutrition to poor children
and encouraging parental involvement in childhood education.
Originally part of Pres. Johnson’s War on Poverty, it is administered
by Health and Human Services rather than the Department of
Education. As an article in US News put it, “the concept of Head Start
is that children from many poor families—hobbled by bad health, a
lack of motivation, ignorance about books and even what education is
all about—need special aid and guidance to get them ready for
school.” (22 August 1977)

Early studies seemed to indicate that Head Start was having some
success, as children in the program did better in first grade than those
who did not participate. But longer term studies indicated that the
positive effects diminished quickly over time, sometimes even
disappearing by the end of first grade, a phenomenon known as “Head
Start fade.” Yet the program has been reauthorized each time it has
come up for review. In 1981, it was even expanded.

Nearly 30 million children have participated in Head Start through 2014
at a cost to the Federal Government of more than $180 billion (state
contributions are also in the billions).  



The most rigorous investigation ever done of the program was the
Head Start Impact Study, published by the US Department of Health
and Human Services in 2010. The experiment began with a
representative sample of 4,667 three and four year old children who
were randomly assigned either to Head Start or to a control group
which did not participate in Head Start. The positive effects of the
program were shown to be minimal, and even that minimal effect
vanished by the end of the first grade. These results were so shocking
that the Health and Human Services (HHS) team sat on them for
several years, according to Russ Whitehurst of the Brookings
Institution: “I guess they were trying to rerun the data to see if they
could come up with anything positive. They couldn’t” (Time, 18 July
2011). As Andrew Coulson reported, “not a single one of the 114 tests
administered to first graders—of academics, socioemotional
development, health care/health status and parenting practice—
showed a reliable, statistically significant effect from participating in
Head Start.” (New York Post, 28 January 2010)

In December 2012, HHS released a Third Grade Followup to the
original study which merely confirmed its findings: participation in Head
Start had no statistically measurable effect on any of eleven measures
of cognitive ability, including tests of reading, language and math. The
debate on the effectiveness of Head Start would seem to be over, yet
the program is still being funded by Congress. It recently celebrated
its fiftieth anniversary.

Part of the reason for its continuance is that Head Start is really a
form of welfare, not education—a child care program for the poor and
a patronage program for local Democratic Party honchos (Time
Magazine by Joe Klein, July 7, 2011). This is why it is run through HHS
rather than the Department of Education. A report issued in 2008 by
the New York Academy of Science defends Head Start as money well
spent—not because of any academic gains, but because it provide
jobs and reduces childcare costs for working parents. A senior
Obama Administration official recently acknowledged there is some



validity to the argument made by opponents of Head Start that it is
“merely a jobs program.”

As a postscript, we may note the 1995 launch of a program called
Early Head Start, aimed at preparing two year olds for Head Start.
Toddlers in this program can either go to day care centers or receive
home visits. The program includes talks with parents about discipline
and health issues; mothers are encouraged to read to their kids and
not to spank them. Program workers also play with the children to
show the mother how to encourage “development.” 
Efforts are also underway to prepare children for the study of science,
technology, engineering and math (“STEM” subjects) beginning shortly
after birth. The theory is that the younger they start, the better the
chance that they will attend college. Greg Duncan, a professor at UC
Irvine who has researched early-childhood education, said children can
start learning some STEM concepts soon after birth.

Perhaps educational tapes will some day permit math and science to
be taught to fetuses in the womb! Such efforts may contribute no
more to academic success than the original Head Start, but they will
certainly succeed in destroying the innocent childhood kids used to
enjoy before kindergarten.



PARTIAL ROSTER OF ACTIONS TRIED BUT
FAILED TO HELP CLOSE THE “GAP”
Address Test Apprehension Bilingual Education 
Black English Black Teachers for Black Kids 
Breastfeed Babies Calculators for All College Prep for All Eliminate Poverty 
Equalize All Schools In Money

Free Breakfasts and Lunches Head Start

iPads for All 
Longer Day, Less Summer New Textbooks

No Bilingual 
No Memorization 
Mixing In Every Class On-Line Classes and Video Classes 
Forced Busing 
Grade Inflation to Boost Confidence

Higher Teacher Pay 
Lead Poising Paint 
Lower Test Standards Newer Buildings

Stop Teaching Cursive (Handwriting) 
No Structure of Teaching Criteria 
More Money for Schools

Pay Students for Success
 
Pre-School Quotas for College Racial Awareness Classes Segregating Sexes In Classes
Setup Charter Schools 
Stop Citing Students Who Are Absent Without Cause 
Stop Stereotyping 
Tutoring 
Smaller Classes 
Stop IQ Tests 
Stop Suspending Disruptive Kids 
Vouchers
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TRIED AND FAILED TO CLOSE THE “GAP”
The list of initiatives, ideas, and projects that tried to close the
education gap between ethnic groups in this country is seemingly
endless, but none have achieved significant or lasting success. At
best, special attention and all the right factors have led to minor and
temporary improvements within limited geographical areas. Let’s
review some of these initiatives for whatever insight they offer.

MORE MONEY PER PUPIL

Many people believe the cure for most problems in society and the
world is more money. Every possible kind and amount of funding for
the public schools has been tried somewhere, but without narrowing
the race gap and without improving scores generally.

The most lavishly funded public schools in the nation in recent years
have been in Washington, DC: $18,677 per pupil in 2010, rising to
$27,016 in 2015. If funding per pupil were the key to better education,
students in DC should handily outstrip most of their urban peers
around the nation. Yet low-income black students in Washington, DC,
are academically behind even other low-income black students in most
other cities—in some cases, years behind.

Second to Washington is New York City: $18,618 per pupil in 2010
rising to $21,038 in 2015. Yet nobody would set up New York public
schools as a model either. Cambridge, Massachusetts spends 50
percent more per pupil than Boston, just across the river—yet black
students in Cambridge lag not only behind whites and Asians, but also
behind the state average for blacks and those in Boston.

Black students attending the very integrated neighborhood schools in
Shaker Heights, Ohio, have found that moving into middle-class
suburbs or achieving middle-class status has not improved their
achievement or test scores.



Sausalito School District north of San Francisco is a very wealthy,
politically liberal community that has lavishly funded its schools. It
ranked number ten among a thousand school districts in California for
spending per pupil ($12,000 per student vs. $4,300 in Los Angeles in
1997) and yet most of the white parents have taken their kids out of
the school system along with some black parents. Now it is 85 percent
black, and all are wondering why more money didn’t bring any
improvement or success. This is a district that wants for nothing. Art
classes, drama instructors, science specialists, computer instructors
on all campuses, and class size is 15–20. What else could be the
cause, they all wonder?

Stanford University conducted a research project in 2010 by scholars
from 32 institutions. They concluded that financial differences among
districts “are not clearly related to achievement patterns.” But
legislators are slow on the uptake; the following year, California gave
poor school districts nine percent more money than rich ones!

NEW CLASSROOMS

It has been estimated by one Virginia Tech professor in 2012 that 40
percent of all school buildings need to be replaced. The 21st Century
School Fund in Washington, DC, advocates for healthy and safe
learning environments. They calculate it would take $271 billion to
replace or renovate all schools in America. The assumption here is
that old buildings are by nature dilapidated and, therefore, discourage
students from learning and teachers from wanting to teach there. This
is frequently cited as a reason for the educational gap. So let’s see
some examples of school construction and what the results have
been.

The Los Angeles School District spent $20 billion on new classrooms
between 2002 and 2012 (about 20 percent went to unions and
overhead). One school, John F. Kennedy High School, was built at a
cost of $578 million, the most ever spent to build a school in this
nation. In the wake of all this construction, test scores for elementary
pupils increased modestly, while high school students suffered a small



decline in math scores. Inglewood, California, has a school district that
is in bankruptcy, but which did manage to build a glorious new high
school. Test scores did not budge. The same happened in the cities of
Oakland, Richmond, and Compton in California. Beautiful new
buildings are nice to look at, but do nothing to diminish the
achievement gap.

The most striking effort to lift minority achievement by building new
schools came in Kansas City, Missouri in the late 1980s. Judge
Russell Clark raised local property taxes from 2.05 to 4.96 percent—
the first time in American history that a federal judge has levied taxes
— and also ordered the state to hand over funds for the improvement
of Kansas City public schools. Other Missouri school districts saw
their budgets cut by an average of $250,000 in order to finance the
Kansas City program. Within a few years, 418 million dollars had been
poured into renovation and new construction in the city. The district got
twelve new schools, lavishly equipped with planetariums, Olympic-size
swimming pools with underwater observation windows, dust-free
rooms for teaching diesel mechanics, at least one mockUnited Nations
wired for simultaneous interpretation, radio and television studios
capable of real broadcasting, video editing and animation labs, a moot
court complete with jury room and judges chambers, a model Greek
village to teach participatory democracy, elementary schools with one
personal computer for every two children, etc. etc. The schools were
among the most lavish in the nation. The idea was that such schools
would attract white children from the suburbs, and that this would
somehow improve the performance of black students.

Every year some 1,400 suburban students took the bus into town to
attend the new schools, but the turnover rate was high. A recognizable
pattern developed of whites patronizing Kansas City schools only
during the lower grades, where the racial performance gap is
narrower and blacks less likely to be trouble-makers. By fourth or fifth
grade, however, most white children move back to the suburbs or to
private schools. In the first seven years of the “desegregation”



program, overall white attendance actually dropped slightly, from 26.4
percent to 25.2 percent.

During the same period, the dropout rate rose from 6.5 percent to
11.4 percent, and the attendance rate for seniors dropped from 81.5
percent to 76.2 percent. The racial gap in achievement levels has
remained unchanged, starting with a gap of several months in first
grade and growing to two or three years by graduation. Test scores
on standardized tests—essentially unchanged—are highest in the
elementary grades, which have the most whites.

Today’s Kansas City schools are 72 percent black. Schools in the
white suburbs spend less than half what Kansas City spends, but
student test scores in these suburban schools continue to be much
higher.

“We put too much emphasis on trying to attract whites rather than
serving the kids that are here,” remarks Clinton Adams, a parent
activist.

The Kansas City experiment was so radical and its results so clear
and unequivocal that it may even convince a few liberals: no amount of
money spent on improving school facilities has bridged the racial gap
in academic performance.

FREE MEALS

Touted as a necessary precondition for learning, the public school
lunch program started out small and has mushroomed into the largest
food project in America. But does it really help develop skills and
increase achievement?

In the early years of the 20th century, school lunches began to be
served to children attending public schools in many of America’s larger
cities. These meals were carefully prescribed by nutrition scientists.



In 1908, for example, the New York School Lunch Committee was
founded as a charity to provide 3¢ meals to undernourished kids.
These included soups and stew, plus a pudding. By 1912, they were
serving 600,000 meals a day. In 1920, their mission was taken over
by the Board of Education. By this time, the program’s focus had
shifted to Americanizing the thousands of immigrant students by
providing them with food vastly different from what they were used to
at home. It was an effort at assimilation.

When the Great Depression hit, the U.S. Government expanded the
school lunch program by directing surplus food to hungry students in
order to help them succeed in school. The Federal Surplus Food
Corporation setup in 1935 became the focal point of the purchase and
distribution of agricultural surpluses (including milk) to schools and
certain charities.

President Truman signed the National School Lunch Act (4 June 1946)
in response to claims that many servicemen had been rejected during
the late war because of diet-related health problems. He argued that
“national security” required safeguarding the health and well-being of
the nation’s children.

In 1966, President Lyndon Johnson signed the Child Nutrition Act of
1966 which established a school breakfast program in public and non-
profit private schools. As he said, “good nutrition is essential to good
learning.”

This program was expanded in 1968 when the Special Food Service
Program for Children was created for child care centers and summer
programs when school was not in session.

In modern times, vending machines have been added to the mix, and
many schools serve food kids like rather than what is best for them:
hot dogs, pizza, fried chicken, chocolate milk, etc. They freely accept
ethnic foods such as lasagna, chili, and enchiladas. Children tend to
eat such foods while avoiding vegetables and other healthy foods. So
there has been a strong push by Mrs. Obama and others to make



drastic changes in what kids eat. Federal government rules now
mandate that certain foods must be served whether they are desired
by the students or not. This has resulted in fifty percent or more of the
food served each day across the country being thrown out. In Los
Angeles schools alone, the waste is said to run to $100,000 per
school day.8 Nationally, the loss is estimated at $1 billion per year.
Clearly, today’s children are suffering not from insufficient nutrition but
from excessive federal mandates on what they are allowed to eat.

Schools and advocates are now looking for a middle road, since
federal rules have forbidden realistic changes that would reduce this
waste and deliver healthy food that kids will eat.

Today over 9.2 million kids are given free or low-cost breakfasts.
These are consumed in the classrooms, resulting in much spilt food
and garbage, and inhibiting the learning process the meals were
meant to enhance. 1.6 million children are also being fed by the public
school system over the summer months.

8 Los Angeles Times, 5 April 2014

Over half of students attending public schools are eligible for free or
reduced-price lunches: 51% according to the Southern Education
Foundation (up from 38% as recently as 2000). A majority of children
in 21 states are “poor” by the current federal definition. So the Obama
administration is asking for $1 billion to subsidize public school meals
over the 2016-17 school year. The money is to be funneled to schools
with a high percentage of poor students (over and above the billions
already earmarked for such students).

Now in Los Angeles Schools, 70,000 dinners are being served at 564
schools by the Child and Adult Care Food Program.

It is easy to forget that school meals were originally introduced as a
way of assuring proper nutrition to poor (often minority) students in
order to raise their level of academic achievement to parity with that of



the white, middle-class majority. There is no evidence this has
occurred at all.

Some school districts are now providing free lunches to all students
regardless of need or financial status. This tends to confirm that public
school meals no longer have anything to do with insuring proper
nutrition with a view to education; they are simply a giant welfare
program that allows parents to avoid their responsibilities and provides
food producers with a captive market.

UNIVERSAL PRESCHOOL

In North Carolina in 2011, when the state was trying to balance its
budget, the legislature reduced by 20 percent what had been a rather
large preschool program for low income, at-risk preschool children.
This measure was challenged in court on the grounds that the budget
cut denied children their constitutional rights. Wake County Superior
Judge Howard Manning agreed and demanded that the state pay for
continuing the full program no matter what else might have to be cut.
He stated, “This case is about the individual right of every child to have
an equal opportunity to obtain a sound basic education.” He added
that each 4-year-old who qualifies for the state program, “is a
defenseless, fragile child whose background of poverty or disability
places the child at risk of subsequent academic failure.”

There is a precedent for judicial mandating of educational programs.
In 1998, New Jersey was told by its Supreme Court that all 3 and 4-
year-olds in dozens of low-income districts had a right to pre-K,
funded by state and district taxes.

But all is not by force. The Pew Charitable Trusts in 2011 finished
spending ten years and some $100 million to coax states into
expanding and reforming pre-K in 35 states. As a result, an additional
600,000 kids are attending preschool and around 40 percent of 4-
year-olds are now in federal or state programs.



Georgia offers a good example of a fully funded, universal pre-K
program, and shows us what results can be expected. The state pays
for one year of prekindergarten classes for all kids regardless of
background and financial status. But, here again, research shows that
the advantages fade by the second and third grades, according to
Gary Henry, a policy studies professor at Georgia State University
(who has been reviewing the program since 1995).

Leaders in California began pushing for the same widened program in
2006, but with a major twist. As Bruce Fuller (a UC Berkeley
professor who opposed a universal plan which was on the ballot that
year) said “If we rush toward a universal system and kids from
betteroff families benefit, we shouldn’t expect any narrowing of the
achievement gap.” So we need, according to him, a discriminatory
program that only provides help for the poor. In fact, the Los Angeles
Times reports in an editorial (18 May 2014) that the gap is getting
wider, especially for rich kids who get the best of preschool, lots of
books to read, and educational toys to play with. They are pulling
ahead of even the middle class, according to Sean Reardon of
Stanford’s Graduate School of Education.

Congressional hearings in 2013 on the effectiveness of Federal funds
for young children found that there are no less than 45 programs in
existence, but that none of them produced results which lasted until
students were in high school. And then the gap was larger and more
pronounced than before any of these programs were started.

Russ Whitehurst, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution, testified
that research showing preschool benefits like increased graduation
rates and less time spent behind prison bars is outdated and
inapplicable to the large public programs being proposed today.
“Preschool has been sold recently as the silver bullet,” said
Whitehurst, a former researcher for the Department of Education
under George W. Bush, “It’s not.”

RACIAL QUOTAS (“AFFIRMATIVE ACTION”)



By 1970, the practice of lowering admissions standards for blacks
was gaining strength, encouraged by the federal government. The
thinking was that such action was necessary to compensate for the
grievous loss of opportunities blacks had suffered under segregation
and slavery. Crucially, however, the policy applied not to actual
descendents of American slaves, but to blacks as a race: blacks
newly arrived from Africa or the Caribbean enjoyed all the same
preferences.

These policies were gradually extended to other lowperforming
minorities, with or without historical justification. At present, they apply
to all non-Asian minorities, and even to women. The predominant view
has come to be that authorities must ensure equal results by race and
sex.

Racial preferences can show up in odd places. In 1985, Los Angeles
Unified School District ordered the coaches of high school academic
decathlon teams to see to it that their squads “reflect the sex and
ethnic make-up” of the student body, a requirement that one coach
labeled a quota system (he was fired shortly thereafter). Of course,
the policy of racial quotas has always had its opponents. One early
critic, San Jose State University President John Bunzel called it unjust
and the “worst form of condescension.” A liberal Democrat, Bunzel
favored certain preferences, but was against outright quotas. “The
absolute equalitarians believe that justice requires equality at the end
of the race, not in the beginning. We should not make some less equal
to make others more equal.” He was terminated after this widely
reported speech. ( February 14, 1975)

Racial preferences did have a large impact on America’s graduate and
professional schools. As columnist William Raspberry acknowledged
(US News and World Report, July 24, 1977):

Between 59 and 70% of blacks in graduate and professional schools
would not be there except for special admissions. For medical and law
schools specifically, the figures run close to 80%—or as one



knowledgeable law professor put it, “Almost all of those not at
(predominantly black) Howard University or Meharry Medical College.”

Unfortunately, the policies that got blacks into these schools did
nothing to improve their performance once they were there. 
In Regents of the University of California v. Bakke (1978), the
Supreme Court ruled that colleges could consider race as one of
several criteria for student admissions, provided they employed no
specific numerical quota. Overnight, admissions quota became
“goals,” and racial favoritism continued much as before. The Bakke
case involved a white student, Allan Bakke, who was bumped to allow
a less qualified black named Patrick Chavis to take a seat in UCLA
medical school. For a time, Chavis became the poster boy for the
quota system (dubbed “affirmative action,” since the Supreme Court
forbade the term “quota”). He was touted by Senator Teddy Kennedy,
the New York Times, and the Nation as the “perfect example” of the
success of affirmative action, since he was “serving a disadvantaged
community and making a difference in the lives of scores of poor
people.”

Eventually it became known that Dr. Chavis had made a difference to
one Compton, California, community by sending half a dozen of his
patients, bleeding and vomiting, to the emergency room—killing one of
them.9

9 James Webb, Fields of Fire (Bantam Books, 2001). 
As columnist Michelle Malkin relates:

Yolanda Mukhalian lost 70 percent of her blood after Chavis hid her in
his home for 40 hours following a bungled liposuction; she miraculously
survived. The other survivor, Valerie Lawrence, also experienced
severe bleeding following the surgery; after Lawrence's sister took her
to a hospital emergency room, Chavis barged in and discharged his
suffering patient—still hooked up to her IV and catheter— and also
stashed her in his home. Tammaria Cotton bled to death and suffered
full cardiac arrest after Chavis performed fly-by-night liposuction on



her and then disappeared. In 1997, the Medical Board of California
suspended Chavis’ license, warning of his ‘inability to perform some of
the most basic duties required of a physician.’ In a statement filed by
a psychiatrist, the state demonstrated Chavis’ “poor impulse control
and insensitivity to patients’ pain.” A tape recording of “horrific
screaming” by patients in Chavis’ office revealed the doctor
responding callously: “Don’t talk to the doctor while he is working” and
“Liar, liar, pants on fire.” (syndicated column of 7 August 2002) 
University admissions offices are among the most ruthless
practicioners of racial preferences. Both Harvard and the University of
Texas at Austin, e.g., have a quantitative procedure for admission
decisions, whereby they award 230 extra points to blacks (from
anywhere in the world) and 185 extra points to Hispanics; Asians are
penalized by having 50 points subtracted from their score. All in the
name of “equal opportunity,” of course. A recent study of affirmative
action by the Mellon Foundation and the presidents of eight Ivy
League schools reports that minorities who complained about bias got
marks no lower than minorities who reported no discrimination. And
while encouragement and support clearly helped minorities on
campus, the study said, “that race or ethnicity of the helpful faculty
members made little or no difference.” Again too many hide behind
victimhood rather than work hard in the system and do the best they
can.

Regrettably, identity politics has become so much an end in itself that
beneficiaries of affirmative action are routinely encouraged to focus
their studies on the politics of their own racial and ethnic group. It’s
part of a broader agenda to persuade minorities to focus on their
racial identity rather than teaching them practical skills. When first
introduced, racial preferences were accompanied by assurances that
they would be temporary. This assumed that they would work—that
they would lead to a situation where they would no longer be
necessary. In fact, over the four, going on five decades that this policy
has been in place, the racial achievement gap has not narrowed. But
instead of seeing this as evidence of failure, supporters cite it as proof
of the need to continue the policy of racial preferences indefinitely.



BILINGUAL EDUCATION

American public schools have long had to provide for the needs of
students whose first language was not English. The traditional
approach emphasized English immersion, with the aim of enabling
such students to cope with normal English-language instruction as
quickly as possible. This sometimes meant that academic instruction in
other subjects had to be put on hold for a time until pupils mastered
the English language.

With the aim of helping such students keep up with their peers, the
California State Assembly in 1968 passed the Bilingual Education Act,
providing for the instruction of non-English speaking students in their
own language while they were still mastering English. Most of the
students enrolled in the new program were Spanish speakers, but
some districts such as Los Angeles have offered bilingual programs in
Korean and 67 other languages and dialects. By June 1977, the
federal government had spent half a billion dollars in this effort.
According to Noel Epstein of the Washington Post, there is little
evidence that bilingual education has had any positive impact on the
achievement level of the students involved. Indeed, a $1.5 million
federal study in May 1978 put serious doubts on the value of such
programs. It found that 85 percent of the students in them were quite
capable of functioning in English-only classes. Critics charge that
bilingual education has become nothing more than a jobs program for
Spanish-speaking teachers. (page 12)

Responding to such criticisms, the voters in California passed
Proposition 227 in 1998 which effectively banned bilingual classes and
required students to be taught in English from the beginning. Early
results were very positive. Oceanside, California implemented the new
law immediately and was surprised at the results that put the students
from the 35th percentile to the 45th in one year for the English
“learners.”

As students struggling with English have moved from the Border
States to places like Iowa and New Hampshire, these states have



been overwhelmed. Complaints to the Department of Education have
been increasing swiftly. The problem is spreading to the entire nation
as immigrants, both legal and illegal, seek lower cost housing in other
parts of the country.

A 2011 study by the National Center for Educational Statistics showed
that Hispanic English learners are falling farther behind Hispanics
whose native language is English: 31 points in 2002 to 39 points in
2009. Continued high levels of immigration from Mexico and farther
south is eroding the English competence of this demographic faster
than English immersion can rectify the problem.

In 2013, the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) announced
plans to segregate English learners from other students for the
purpose of English immersion. This is legal, since the basis of
discrimination is language competence rather than race; but in fact,
the great majority of the students involved are Mexican immigrants.
Oddly this new form of segregation was demanded by the US
Department of Education, who accused LAUSD of not doing enough
for their English learners. It is hoped that this return to English
immersion will allow those students to move to the general classrooms
within a few years. Some fear it will cause others in the school to feel
superior, and this could harm the self-esteem of the English learners.
Will any of this work? It is too early to tell.

But as we go to press, an ominous trend is moving in the opposite
direction at the state level. Now that the Hispanic population
constitutes a majority in California, efforts are afoot to kill Proposition
227 and reinstitute bilingual education, or even education exclusively in
Spanish for the entire school career of students who wish it. Such a
bill was unsuccessful in the California State Assembly in 2014, but the
sponsor has already indicated he will try again in 2015. Demographic
trends would seem to make passage just a matter of time.

It has been reported that four high schools teach math and science
only in Spanish, using textbooks and computer programs from Mexico.



This appears to be illegal, and certainly will not help the students to
function in an English-speaking nation.

EBONICS (BILINGUAL EDUCATION FOR BLACKS)

An unusual variant on bilingual education is the proposal that black
children be taught through “Ebonics,” or black vernacular English. In
the summer of 1979, a Michigan judge ruled that a group of black
children in the predominantly white Ann Harbor school district had
been denied equal educational opportunity because teachers failed to
recognize or accommodate their black dialect. Though subsequently
overturned, the ruling spotlighted the theory that black children from
the lower classes must be taught in their own “language” if they are to
reach the same level of achievement as other races. An article in the
Los Angeles Times (13 January 1986) announced that California was
the first state to recognize this and rather than correct those speaking
Black English, use it as a springboard for teaching Standard English. It
was a kind of “bilingual education” proposal for lower-class blacks.
Initial tests indicated that attendance improved, but not student
performance.

A bill was even introduced in the California legislature to mandate the
offering of classes taught in Black English wherever the student body
was more than ten percent black. The bill passed, but was vetoed by
Governor George Deukmejian. The strongest resistance to such
efforts has come from middle-class blacks, who think it would
reinforce stereotyping of blacks.

BUILDING SELF-ESTEEM

The self-esteem movement began in 1969 when psychologist
Nathaniel Brandon published a paper called “The Psychology of Self-
Esteem.” Brandon went so far as to call self-esteem a “key to
success in life.” Proposals sprang up to spare children negative
feedback about their abilities. Even little league baseball stopped
keeping score to avoid designating one team the “losers.”



This line of reasoning soon crept into the schools. By the mid-1980s,
the California state legislature had even created a Self-Esteem Task
Force to reform the schools. It came to be thought that a student
should pass his class, and perhaps even get a good grade, regardless
of his performance.

It soon becomes evident, however, that while selfconfidence might
help one get a job, it was not so useful for holding one or maintaining a
personal relationship. The problem is that boosting self-esteem also
boosts narcissism. Thus, the ‘me’ generation was born. And this
generation has a higher likelihood of failing to meet personal career
expectations and the lowest career satisfaction. (So says Sean Lyons,
co-editor of Managing the New Workforce: International Perspectives
on the Millennial Generation.) “We now have a crisis of unmet
expectations.”

Teachers discovered this in Bessemer School in Pueblo, Colorado.
Only 12 percent of the fourth graders there were reading at grade
level in 1997. So out went the three hours per week on counseling and
self-esteem classes. In came attention to the basics. Up went the test
scores. In the fall of 1997, 64 percent of the students passed. And
guess what? Self-esteem soared! There is a lesson to be learned
here.

A 1975 Stanford University study reported that kids in San Francisco
were being killed by kindness. Black and brown kids ranked near the
bottom in verbal and math tests, yet these kids had a high regard for
their level of education and thought they were working hard at their
studies. Sanford Dornbusch, professor in charge of the study, cited:
“Blacks think they are working the hardest, but the other evidence
shows they are working the least.” What we have with the best of
intentions is an act of self-delusion. “Praise is negatively correlated
with achievement,” Dornbusch said. “The lousier the student, the more
he is getting praised.”

Some earlier studies found that the overt discrimination against
minority students was a major factor in their poor performance. But



Stanford researchers found “the teachers are saying, ‘let’s be warm
and loving with these kids who arrive with deficiencies.’” The kid is
getting love from the teacher, so he thinks he is doing what he is
supposed to. They concluded that students need a friendly approach,
but with realistic standards and honest evaluations in the process.

Kay Heimowitz reports (Wall Street Journal, August 25,2009) that
some 15,000 scholarly articles have been devoted to the study of self-
esteem. They demonstrate that high self-esteem does not improve
grades, reduce anti-social behavior, deter alcohol drinking or do much
of anything good for kids.

In fact, [she writes] telling kids how smart they are can be
counterproductive. Many children who are convinced that they are little
geniuses tend not to put much effort into their work. Others are
troubled by the latent anxiety of adults who feel it necessary to praise
them constantly.

Misplaced self-esteem has done nothing to raise test scores or close
the achievement gap. The only real result is a sense of entitlement
that has sapped students’ will to work hard and accomplish things.
Doing something well and being the best you can be is itself the best
builder of self-esteem. It doesn’t work the other way around.



Index vii 
SOCIAL PROMOTION

In the late 1970s, as part of the effort to protect students’ self-
esteem, it became a widespread practice to pass students who were
far behind their grade level: simply pushing on through school from
grade to grade until they finally “graduated” with little or no usable
knowledge. It became known as “social promotion,” in contrast to
traditional promotion based on achievement. Colleges bore the brunt
of the new system by accepting high school graduates who needed
massive remedial help even to begin freshman study. Employers, also,
found that a high school diploma was no longer any guarantee of an
ability to function at work.



A healthy backlash began in Greenville, Virginia. One of the poorest
school districts in Virginia, 65 percent black and integrated by means
of busing, Greenville ranked in the bottom third on national
achievement tests. In 1974, the district announced that they would
return to the practice of promoting students solely on the basis of
academic achievement. Twice a year, all students would have to take
a proficiency test to prove they were at grade level. If they were not,
they would not be promoted.  
The kids held back are put into remedial classes in reading, writing,
and math. Those that cannot or do not want to earn a high school
diploma are, at age 14, offered a four year Occupational Proficiency
Training Program providing instruction in masonry, mechanics, and
other blue-collar trades. They still have to take classes in math and
reading, and none can take part in the program without parental
permission. They graduate with a certificate that details their job-
related skills. Since the experiment began, the number of students
held back, whether black or white, has decreased steadily. At the end
of 1974–1975, 630 students were held back, and that dropped to 276
the next year. Achievement test levels rose dramatically, and the drop-
out rate was cut in half.

Nonetheless, the NAACP filed discrimination charges against the
district on the grounds that those held back were disproportionately
black, and that the program therefore amounted to a form of racial
discrimination. They also believed the program discouraged blacks
from preparing for college by directing them into craft shops for job
training. The NAACP thus sued to stop a program proven to be of use
to many blacks and some whites.

Since the 1980s, social promotion has been on the defensive, although
it is taking a long time to die. At the same time, schools today are
coming to realize that simply making students repeat classes they
have failed does not accomplish much unless they are also offered
remedial work in the basics.



In any event, just passing the underachieving kids to the next class
neither boosts their morale nor helps them achieve. Holding them back
can help them if it is done correctly.

BREASTFEEDING TO RAISE IQ

It has been claimed that the longer babies are exclusively breastfed,
the better they do later in life. If this is true, encouraging minority
women to breastfeed might reduce the achievement gap.

A study of 1,312 women found no significant correlation between
breastfeeding and visuomotor skills or visual memory, but the authors
contend breastfeeding does have a lifetime effect on cognitive skills,
resulting in a four percent increase in IQ. They claim to have factored
in the mother’s intelligence level and the amount of inhome stimulation
and diet. (Journal of the American Medical Association of Pediatrics,
4 August 2013).

A second study conducted by Dr. Bernardo Horta of the Federal
University of Pelotas, Brazil, found that “Breastfeeding is associated
with improved performance in intelligence tests at age 30 and also has
an important effect on societal level by increasing educational
attainment and income in adulthood” (Lanclet Global Health, 15 March
2015). But Erik Mortensend, commenting on this study in a Danish
journal, points out that Dr. Horta’s study only demonstrates correlation,
not causality; thus, there is no proof that breast-feeding babies causes
them to grow up smarter and more successful.

We may also note that virtually all children in Africa are breastfed, yet
have the lowest average IQ of any racial group. Black and Hispanic
mothers in the US probably—given their economic level—breastfeed
more than white and Asian mothers, whose children tend to higher
academic achievement.

COMBATING LEAD POISONING



Lead is not good for anyone; this has been known for some time. It
has been removed from gasoline, paint, and household items. In the
1960s, doctors diagnosed lead poisoning if blood levels were above
60 micrograms per deciliter. After studies in the 1980s and 1990s, this
was reduced to 30, then to 24, then to 10 micrograms, which is about
100 parts per billion. Today doctors use a level of about 3
micrograms.

It is now alleged that even a small amount of lead in children under six
can reduce their IQ, and possibly lead to juvenile delinquency and
other behavior problems. Researchers writing in the New England
Journal of Medicine in 2010 estimate that one in 50 children have lead
levels that can reduce IQ by up to 7.4 percent. They went on to say
that lead is still present in the environment and that it can adversely
affect a child.

Influenced by such studies, some persons have proposed that higher
exposure to lead may be one reason minority children trail behind
whites. Many black and Hispanic families live in older houses more
likely to contain lead paint, and there is a tradition in Mexican families
of using lead in home cures and ceramic pottery. 
But to claim that lead is a major cause of the lower IQ of low-income
children and that this explains their lower academic performance is
reaching into the sky. If that were true, why have the achievement test
levels of black and Hispanic kids not changed in the past 50 years,
which have seen lead removed from so many products? The truth is
simple. Lead is not healthy, but lead poisoning in now uncommon. In
California, e.g., only 21,000 out of two million children tested positively
for elevated lead in 2010, or just over one percent. It cannot,
therefore, be a core reason for the education gap in various ethnic
groups reviewed in this study.

SPECIAL EDUCATION

In 1974, Jack McCurdy, education writer for the Los Angeles Times,
reported that between two and three times as many minority children
were being diagnosed as “retarded” in comparison to whites. This was



allegedly due to Anglo, middle-class school authorities mislabeling
many minority children. New laws passed that same year demanded
that attendance in “special ed” classes not be disproportionate for any
socioeconomic class or ethnic group.

Changing the definition of retardation from “under 79 IQ” to “under 70
IQ” did nothing to alleviate the ethnic disproportion.

A Department of Education report issued in June 1993, claimed that
white pupils were being diagnosed as “learning disabled,” while black
pupils were more likely to be diagnosed as “retarded.”

In March 2001, the Civil Rights Project at Harvard University ranked
states by the racial disproportion of its students in special ed. Blacks
are 3.31 times as likely as whites to be classified as mentally retarded
in the state, and 2.9 times as likely to be classified as emotionally
disturbed. Critics recommended that the Educational Assessment
tests being done in Louisiana be put on hold until “students with
disabilities have a chance to learn the material.”

Critics also charge that IQ tests are culturally biased, and that this
explains why so many low-income and minority kids are diagnosed as
retarded.

So programs which are helping thousands of learningdisabled children
are under fire because there are allegedly “too many” minorities in this
category. But is this going to close the achievement gap or simply help
educators pretend it doesn’t exist?

PROGRAMS TO HELP FOSTER CHILDREN

It has been alleged that it is more difficult for kids with multiple foster
parents, who are frequently being moved from school to school, to
focus and learn. In California, there were 43,140 students in foster
care as of 2013, and only 37 percent of them were at grade level in
math. Foster children as a whole scored lower than all recognized
groups, including English learners and special disability kids.



Statewide in California, 58% of foster youths graduated from high
school their senior years in 2009-10, compared with 84% in the
general population, according to a comprehensive study funded by the
nonprofit Stuart Foundation and released last year (LA Times, 23
June 2014).

Hispanics make up 43 percent, African Americans 26 percent, whites
23 percent and Asians 2 percent of children in foster care in the state
of California. Some allege that the comparatively high number of
Hispanic children in foster care is one reason for the achievement gap
between whites and Hispanics.

It is difficult to estimate the number before 2013, since privacy laws
prevented state education and social service officials from sharing
such information. Under a new California state law on equalizing
finances for all school districts (taking from the rich and giving to the
poor), all districts are now receiving a special stipend of $1,500 per
foster student over and above the state mandate of $7,000 per
student. School districts are now required to show how the money is
being spent in that program, but most have yet to comply (as of
2015).

Santa Ana, California has opened a new high school specifically for
foster kids. It currently has only 120 students but is expected to grow
to 480. Class sizes are small, and each student receives a computer
and is mentored by volunteers. This project is supported by two
wealthy men and the Orangewood Children’s Foundation.
Expectations are high, but it is too early to know whether all this
special attention and focus on engineering, technology, science, art,
and math will have an impact.

LONGER SCHOOL YEAR

In 2013, forty schools spread across five states and with a total of
20,000 students added 300 hours of instruction to their school years in
an effort to “make US education more competitive globally.” More than
1,000 schools, including many charter schools, have added hours on



their own. In 2009, Education Secretary Arne Duncan even suggested
that schools should be open six or seven days a week and should run
11 or 12 months a year. (LA Times, 4 December 2012)

Orange County schools in California can better prepare students to
compete in a global economy by extending the school year, according
to a speech given by William Habermehl, Superintendent of County
Schools (24 February 2012). We have heard this message in many
other districts around the nation.

The effort to shorten summer vacations received support from a
twenty year study by Johns Hopkins University of data tracking the
progress of students from kindergarten through high school. They
concluded that students made similar progress during the school year,
but that better off kids held steady or continued to make progress
during the summer, while disadvantaged students fell back. By the end
of grammar school, lowincome kids had fallen nearly three grade
levels behind, and they blamed this on summer time off. Indeed, they
allege that by the ninth grade, summer learning loss could be blamed
for two-thirds of the achievement gap between income groups.

While this sounds plausible, the facts simply don’t support this
conclusion. Our students spend more time in the classroom overall yet
are far behind most countries in subjects such as math. Many
countries have longer school years, but none matches our 6–8 hours
per day in class. Korea, Finland, and Japan have out-performed the
US on tests, although “they actually spend less time in school than
most students in the US” (2011 report by the National School Boards
Association’s Center for Public Education).

To say that “summer vacation” is the main reason for the gap and its
growth as students age flies in the face of all major studies ever done
on the subject. Many national studies have suggested that increased
time alone does not guarantee higher academic achievement; one
good one is Off The Clock, by Elena Silva (http://elenamsilva.com/wp 
content/uploads/2013/05/OffTheClock2011.pdf). The only group that
seems to derive some benefit from extra hours are the low-income



English learners who tend to retain what they are taught if they have
more time for repetitive study.

MORE BOOKS AT HOME

It has been claimed that if poor and minority families had home
libraries and their children read the books or had them read to them at
any early age, they would achieve more and the racial gap would
narrow. A study carried out at the University of Nevada at Reno
indicates that growing up in a home with a five hundred book library
correlates with a 2.4 year increase in total schooling. In other
countries, the figure is higher, rising to 6.6 years for China.
(http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/05/1005202 13116.htm) 
Of course, this study only demonstrates correlation, not causation;
smart parents could be the cause both of more books at home and
more schooling for youngsters.

Do parents of any class or race read to their children anymore?
Today’s children are often addicted to computer play. Living in a house
where books sit on a shelf will do nothing for such children. Reading
books would certainly help them, but there is no proof that even this
would raise their achievement scores over the long run. As shown by
Head Start, short-term gains often fade with time.

MODIFYING TEXTBOOKS

Since the 1970s, hundreds of special interest groups have attempted
to modify or censor the text books used in public schools in order to
promote their particular interests or understanding of history. Muslims
complain that history books depict them as aggressive and fail to
highlight their cultural achievements. ChineseAmericans complain the
hardships faced by coolies in building the railroads are not given
sufficient attention, atheists do not like the way religion is dealt with,
gays want Greek homosexuality given a positive emphasis and
Afrocentrists think Rome and Egypt should be portrayed as black
cultures.



What most such groups have in common is a desire to downplay the
role of European civilization and of America’s founding fathers in favor
of their own supposedly underrepresented groups. Eliminating
Eurocentric stereotypes and biases is one of their stated goals. They
believe students from the various groups they champion will achieve
more in school if they are presented with positive role models of their
own race and books by or about persons like themselves rather than
the traditional “white males.” They also seek to provide students with
a glorified vision of their people’s contributions to the world. This, in
turn, will supposedly reduce the racial achievement gap. It is one more
variant on the theme of self-esteem as the key to achievement.

A typical product of such interest group lobbying is the history
textbook America in Space and Time, approved for fifth graders as
early as 1977. It focuses on biographies of political crusaders such as
Martin Luther King, Cesar Chavez and Ralph Nader. The section on
slavery is long, with pages of graphic detail, but George Washington is
given only one sentence, and no recent president is even mentioned.

More recently, History Alive was approved by the California State
Board of Education in 1998. This textbook devotes fifty-five pages to
Islam, sixteen to Christianity and one to Judaism. The section on
Christianity focuses mainly on the Crusades, but without bothering to
make clear that they were aimed at recovering previously Christian
lands which had been violently overrun and conquered by Muslims.

As textbook “language police” are busy changing novels and textbooks
to describe people in gender-neutral terms. Books must portray boys
and girls in equal numbers and include “fair” representation of all ethnic
groups. “Founding Fathers” is now “Founders,” and mention of silos
has been removed, since children in ghettos don’t know what a silo is.
In the novel Barrio Boy, by Ernesto Galarza, the state of California
changed “gringo lady” to “American Lady” and “fat boy” to “heavy
boy.” In New York, references to Judaism are removed from the
works of Isaac Bashevis Singer. Stephan Driesler, executive director
of the school division of the Association of American Publishers in



Washington, DC, responds to criticism by saying “we produce books
that the customers want.” Joan Bertin, executive director of the
National Coalition against Censorship, has summed up the situation
well: “Everyone is trying to control the world of ideas, rather than
trying to teach students how to think.”

Steve Phillips, a San Francisco school district board member, claims
“there are studies that show multicultural education does have an
impact on the achievement gap of many minority students” (LA Times,
31 March 1998). Unfortunately, he did not specify what studies these
are. Nevertheless, he and his colleagues passed a measure requiring
that non-whites write more than half the books read by high school
students. The “quota” meant teachers have no discretion on the
number and nature of the books to be read. The cost of this measure
to a district already deep in debt was $2.5 million, but this was seen
as unimportant. There is no sign that this reading quota has done
anything to improve test scores or achievement levels in San
Francisco during the 17 years since the measure was adopted;
indeed, scores have dropped and the achievement gap remains as it
was.

ETHNIC STUDIES

In 1968, the Black Student Union and a coalition of other student
groups at San Francisco State University known as the Third World
Liberation Front staged a five month student strike to demand creation
of a Black Studies program. They succeeded.

The Black Studies movement quickly spread to universities across
America, and spawned imitations such as Chicano Studies and
Women’s Studies. These programs focus on oppression, identity and
the struggle against “dead white males”, such as Plato, Aristotle, etc.
Today, Yale offers a major in ethnicity, race and migration. Columbia
calls their program The Center for the Study of Ethnicity and Race.
Farm worker history is taught at UCLA.



In recent years, such courses have been spreading to America’s high
schools. In the state of California, the El Rancho school district
already requires classes in ethnic studies for graduation. Nineteen of
94 senior high schools in LAUSD offer Ethnic Studies, and such
courses will be made mandatory beginning with the graduating class
of 2017. Originally proposed by School Board Members George
McKenna, Steve Zimmer and Bennett Kayser, the LA program aims to
narrow the achievement gap between black and Hispanic students and
their white and Asian peers. For classes in Chicano Literature and
African American History, college credit will be offered.

In 2015, California Assemblyman Luis Alejo, a Democrat from
Watsonville, introduced a bill to require ethnic studies at every high
school in the state. As we go to press, it appears poised to become
the first such law in the nation. California Governor Jerry Brown has
promised to sign it.

In Tucson, Arizona, high school Mexican American Studies classes
were outlawed in 2010 on the grounds that they were fostering racial
resentment and division. The ban received a great deal of national
attention, but court rulings have since partially reversed it.

A 2011 study released by the National Education Association(NEA)
summarized the need for ethnic studies this way:

Whites continue to receive the most attention and appear in the widest
variety of roles, dominating the story lines and lists of achievements.
African Americans, the next most represented racial group, appear in
a more limited range of roles and usually receive only a sketchy
account historically, being focused in relationship to slavery.

The NEA sees ethnic study programs as a way to empower blacks
and Latinos and claims that such classes have helped these minorities
achieve more and excel more than they would have otherwise. They
give no reason why such improvement should be expected; perhaps
they are another effort to improve achievement by raising student self-
esteem.



We know that Ethnic Studies programs at colleges and universities
have done nothing to improve test scores. They often raise grades,
however, inasmuch as Ethnic Studies classes are yet notoriously easy.
Black Studies departments have even been at the center of academic
fraud scandals involving student athletes.

COMPUTERS / IPADS

When I attended high school in the late fifties, adding machines had
shrunk to become easily portable and wireless, but our teachers were
adamant that we still had to learn the four basic operations of
arithmetic: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Now
caluclators are allowed for performing all basic calculations,
supposedly to help students cope with the new electronic world. As a
result, young people cannot do simple arithmetic anymore. They need
a cash register to tell them how much change a customer is due.
Older people are amazed to see young people employ a calculator to
multiply by ten.

Computer and internet companies such as ATT, Google, Comcast,
and Intel sponsor events like the recent “Digital Learning Day” in
California, where educators were bombarded with talk of how the
latest digital products will revolutionize education and raise
achievement. To help children learn more and take greater interest in
their education, computers must be employed in all classrooms—so
runs the tech industry’s less-than-disinterested advice.

Computing devices are not cheap. Los Angeles Unified School District
decided in 2012 to provide iPads to all students at a cost of $770 per
student, and these devices must be upgraded and replaced every two
years. The initial cost to the district was $1 billion in the first year. The
money was diverted from a school construction bond, and many were
furious at the reappropriation.

Are these machines going to help educate any kids beyond what they
could achieve with books? Are they going to help close the
achievement gap? It is true that textbooks do get dog-eared and



marked on over years of use, but this hardly compares to the beating
iPads can get from students (and not just at home). If you drop a
textbook, you pick it up. If you drop an iPad, you sweep up the pieces.
Many iPads get stolen as well. In three LA high schools it was found
that students were able to delete security features and browse the
web freely. Such activity can even expose young people to online
predators.

The entire purchase program of LAUSD was halted in 2014 after it
was learned that the Superintendent conspired to make sure that
Apple won the bid against all other companies. Corruption of this sort
is likely to get more common, as many school officials are getting
elected to office with funding by computer companies. It was
eventually learned that four out of five LA high schools rarely used the
iPads at all. Thousands of them simply disappeared! 
Despite fiascos like this, authorities such as US Education Secretary
Arne Duncan and FCC Chairman Julius Genachowski are still telling us
that every school child must have a laptop, because textbooks will
soon be a thing of the past. Responding to this declaration, LA Times
columnist Michael Hiltzik recalled having heard something similar
before; he eventually was able to run down this interesting quote from
the year 1913: “Books will soon be obsolete in the schools... And our
school system will be completely changed in 10 years.” (column of 5
February 2012)

Who said this? Thomas Edison. He was speaking of the value of film
as a medium of education. His motives may have been no more
disinterested than those of computer companies today: more movies
in the classrooms meant more money for his company. But a century
later, have movies replaced teachers?

Almost every generation since Edison’s day has been subjected in its
formative years to some “groundbreaking” pedagogical technology. “In
the sixties and seventies it was the expectation that TV could
revolutionize everything,” recalls Thomas Reeves, an instructional
technology expert at the University of Georgia. “But the notion that a



good teacher would be just as effective on videotape” proved to be
unfounded. And I wonder if Duncan reads his department’s own
materials? In 2009, the Education Department, which he heads,
released a study on whether math and reading software helped boost
student achievement in the first, fourth or sixth grades. The study
found that the test score difference between those who used software
and those who did not “was not statistically different from zero” for the
first and fourth grade classes; in the sixth grade, students using
software actually got lower test scores— and the effect got
significantly worse in the second year of use.

Many would-be educational innovators treat technology as a be-all and
end-all, making no effort to figure out how exactly to integrate it into
the classroom. Computers are sometimes introduced into classrooms
before any actual curriculum has been developed for using them. The
truth is that computers are just one more tool in educators’ toolkits.
How useful they are depends on what educational software is
installed, how well the teachers know how to use them, and how well
they teach students to use them. If not actively supervised by trained
teachers and monitored by parents at home, laptops and iPads
become little more than expensive toys.

“Computers, in and of themselves, do very little to aid learning,”
Gavriel Salomon of the University of Haifa and David Perkins of
Harvard observed in 1996. “Placing them in the classrooms did nothing
to close the gap in educational achievement since they do not
automatically inspire teachers to rethink their teaching or students to
adopt new modes of learning.” Richard E. Clark, director of the Center
for Cognitive Technology at USC, is more blunt: “The media you use
makes no difference at all to learning.”

Many charter schools in America follow the Waldorf educational
philosophy, which prohibits the aid of electronics. Children are
encouraged to indulge in free play that nurtures the imagination and
interaction with other students; they use no electronic or computer-
based educational technology before their teens. Parents of children in



Waldorf programs must even agree to prohibit computer games and
television viewing at home.

Of course, many parents want their children to learn about computers
for the sake of the employment opportunities for which such
knowledge will qualify them. The US Bureau of Labor Statistics has,
indeed, found that computing occupations are among the fastest
growing job categories in the country, and that they pay an average of
75 percent more than the median American salary. And only a small
band of kids seem to be moving in this direction—predominantly white
and Asian males. In 2013, 29,555 students took the Advanced
Placement computer science exam, but only 18 percent were females,
4 percent African Americans, and 3 percent Hispanics.

According to Jan Margolis and Marcelo Suarez-Orosco of UCLA,
many schools and lay persons are missing an important distinction
when they consider computer education for our children. Typing,
internet play and scanning are not learning about computers for a
future vocation. To prepare pupils for entering computer related
professions, schools must focus on how computers work and how to
program them, not merely on how to use them. Kids surfing the web
or doing homework on computers are not developing the critical
thinking skills essential to create the software that powers computers.
“Students need to learn how to create and produce with technology,
not just passively benefit from and consume what has been created by
others.” (LA Times editorial, 20 January 2014)

By this standard, our schools are failing badly according to a report in
Time magazine August 18, 2014: “Nine out of 10 high schools in the
U.S. do not offer computer science.... By 2020, U.S. universities will
not be able to fill even a third of the nation’s 1.4 million computing
positions with qualified graduates.” 
As the Waldorf educational philosophy reminds us, classroom time
spend on computers is time taken away from discussion, debate and
collaboration, cooperation, and social interaction. Before we place
students into digital cocoons, shouldn’t we have them learn how to



relate, have empathy for and communicate with others? Shouldn’t they
be taught how to disagree respectfully, how to defend a point of view,
to negotiate and compromise?

There is no evidence that movies, television, videotaped classes or
(most recently) laptops and iPads have done anything to improve
education or narrow the achievement gap. Yet our leaders have not
gotten the message: the latest educational fad, Common Core,
requires all participating schools to have computers by the Fall of
2018 and to use them for testing.

Of course, there is nothing necessarily wrong with introducing
computing devices to the classroom, but the curriculum should always
be determined in advance, the teachers appropriately trained, and the
funding source above reproach, i.e., not computer companies or
reappropriation of money raised for other purposes.

MANDATORY COLLEGE PREP FOR ALL

Before World War II, only around ten percent of the male population
attended college. The other ninety percent were expected to begin
work soon after graduating from high school. And within a few years,
most such men were able to marry, buy a house, and start a family
with a stay-at-home mother—all this with no higher academic
credential than a high school diploma. But the postwar years saw an
unprecedented boom in college enrollments due to the GI bill.
Inevitably, this involved recruiting students farther down the scale of
intelligence, including many who previously would have been thought
unsuited for college. The level and pace of college instruction had to
be adapted to fit the abilities of the new students and in most cases
seriously dumbed down.

In recent decades, schools have begun taking this tendency to its
logical extreme, succumbing to the notion that everyone should attend
—or even graduate from—college. Correspondingly, any high school
pupil not preparing for college is now seen as a “loser.” High schools
have gradually eliminated classes in trades such as woodwork,



metalwork and auto repair which led to good paying jobs without
college. Students who might formerly have done well in such jobs are
needlessly being made to feel like failures as they are faced with
college preparation courses they are neither inclined nor prepared to
take.

Blacks and Hispanics both enter college and graduate at lower rates
than whites or Asians. Mandatory college prep is now being
introduced in some schools with a view to boosting their college
attendance in particular. Here are two anecdotes showing how this
has played out in California:

1) In 2001, the San Jose school district began requiring all students to
pass classes necessary for admission to the California state university
system. This change was intended to help more Hispanic students go
to college. In 2000, the last year before the mandatory college prep
program took effect, 40 percent of San Jose graduates had fulfilled
requirements for college.

Early results appeared to show remarkable success, and many
people were excited. But all was not as it seemed. It quickly became
clear that many students simply could not keep up with college prep
courses, so the district was forced to set up an alternative program
for them. Fifty percent of these students are Hispanic, the group the
college prep system was originally designed to help get into college.
The statistics released to the public simply left these students out,
making the college prep program appear much more successful than it
actually was. Even so, ten years into the program, the percentage of
students successfully completing college prep was 40.3, an increase
of 0.3 points after ten years of effort.

Hispanic and black students who stayed in college prep still fared
worse than others: only 20 percent qualified for college. Dropout rates
rose, and many of those who did graduate had a D average that will
prevent them from attending college in any case. Yet these young
people were made to struggle through college prep courses for their



entire high school career rather than taking courses that would be of
more practical use for them.

In the final year of the program, 2013, only 34 percent of graduates
completed college prep (the decline may have been partly due to the
continuing influx of poorlyprepared immigrant students). However, 84
percent of the total student body did graduate from high school in
2013 because most students were excused from taking the
supposedly mandatory college prep program. (Los Angeles Times, 14
January 2013).

2) Los Angeles schools embarked upon a similar program in 2005 but
announced an eight-year transition period. As of 2014, all students
must have completed a college prep course. A “D” average is
acceptable this year, but by 2017 the minimum grade will climb to a C.
That is good enough to get into a college, but is expected to reduce
the present 62 percent graduation rate to 16 percent, since 46
percent of those currently passing college prep are doing so with a D
average. A Los Angeles Times editorial of February 2013 warns us to
“Beware of miracles,” and pleads for the district to reconsider
mandatory universal college prep as a condition for high school
graduation: “The proportion of students who qualify for the universities
has barely budged over the past decade that these policies have been
in place.”

Simply forcing all young people to take college prep courses will not
bring the percentage of blacks and Hispanics succeeding in college up
to the same level as whites and Asians. This is confirmed by every
study and analysis done in the past ten years.





Index viii 
ADAPTIVE EDUCATION (KNEWTON)

The private educational technology firm Knewton, founded in 2008 and
based in New York City, promotes the idea that if detailed information
on a student can be entered into a personal file that remains open on
him during his entire school career (and possibly even into the
workplace), this will enable teachers to adapt their approach to each
individual student. While this program is intended for all students, its
designers hope it will be able to help low achieving and minority



students especially, by making it possible for them to be counseled
and tutored based on their entire history in the school system.

Teachers traditionally pitch classroom instruction to those of average
ability, giving occasional ad hoc help for students that need it.
Adaptive Learning students in the same math class will go through
different sets of lessons as Knewton adapts the material to fit each
individual’s learning needs and ability. It is a sort of ability grouping
within a single classroom. The theory is that the teacher can now
teach accurately to the level of each student.

Other, similar programs are now emerging from the geeks in the
computer software industry. But we must keep in mind that their
advice is not disinterested: the better they can convince schools and
teachers to use their systems, the more money they make.

There is also a cost in privacy to this approach, since student records
will include details on their family, lifestyle, political and religious
beliefs. all in the interest of providing a full picture of the student. This
record is meant to travel with the student through school, into college,
and possibly even to the job market and the work place. In fact, the
information can be turned over to anyone deemed by the authorities to
have a legitimate interest in such information, even in the absence of
parent approval (US Department of Education directive, 2008). All this
is being done with the idea of better helping the individual involved, of
course, but the possibilities for misuse should be obvious. The road to
hell is paved with good intentions.

Adaptive education also presupposes that teachers have the time to
address each and every student’s personal mass of data and reports
as accrued over their entire school career.

In the seven years of its existence, there is no evidence that
Knewton’s adaptive education has raised student achievement or
narrowed the racial gap.

ONLINE CLASSES



There have been online classes in some form since computers came
into common use, but before 2012, they did not enjoy wide
acceptance or respectability. The high cost of college today has
certainly played a role in shifting opinion. So has massive investment
from prestigious universities such as Harvard, Stanford, and MIT.
Venture capitalists have taken a keen interest in on-line classes, and
the business model is hard to resist. The Udacity company, founded in
2011, is one of the boldest efforts of this type.

Many hoped the low cost and easy availability of such classes would
allow racial minorities easier access to a college degree, with all that
would mean for their future. Such was the hype that many young
people from disadvantaged areas were found to have signed up for
one on-line college prep program (Oakland Military Institute) without
even having any computer to take the classes!

But the reality has been disappointing. One year after teaming up with
Udacity, San Jose State pulled out; most students failed the low-cost
classes, far more than failed regular classes. 
According to a study done by Public Policy Institute of California, in
2012 about 60% of students enrolled in online courses across the
state finished with a passing grade, or about 10% less than the
number of students who successfully completed traditional classroom
courses. Students under 25, part–time students, Hispanics, blacks and
those who needed remedial courses all performed worse in online
classes than other groups, according to the report. Racial minorities
did much worse than white and Asian students. “We do see the
achievement gap exacerbated in the online setting,” said Hans
Johnson, one of the study’s authors.

ADVANCED PLACEMENT

Advanced Placement classes have been around since 1955, allowing
qualified high school students to take college level classes and get
college credit. They were originally designed to keep bright students
interested and working at their full potential. But they have evolved into



a way for any student—even a poor student—to play the college
admissions game.

As former history teacher Brian Gibbs has written in the Los Angeles
Times:

When the Times reported that the number of Advanced Placement
exams taken in the Los Angeles Unified School District had hit an
alltime high, I couldn’t help but wonder: Is that a good thing? AP
courses help high school students gain admission to prestigious
colleges, but not necessarily because of the course work. What
matters is getting the AP course on the transcript. AP classes are
really a numbers racket: most colleges reward applicants for taking
AP courses, the more the better. (13 August 2014) 
Four days after this article appeared, it was announced that California
has received $10.7 million from the US Department of Education to
prepare low-income and “underserved” high school students by
covering the costs of advanced course tests that can run up to $89. In
2014 $28.4 million in grants were issued nationwide, with funding
levels determined by the number of lowincome students expected to
take the exams. AP has evolved from a program for high-achievers to
just another attempt at uplifting the poor (disproportionately blacks
and Hispanics). By subsidizing AP tests for the poor, the authorities
hope to get more black and Hispanic students into college.

In Los Angeles Unified School District, The number of AP tests being
taken in Los Angeles is, accordingly, rising: 48,000 in 2013–14, up 62
percent from seven years earlier. And yet, the stress on low income
students has not improved their performance relative to middleand
high-income students; nor has the racial achievement gap gotten
narrower.

MORE EDUCATION FOR TEACHERS

Another theory is that our teachers would do a better job if they
themselves got more education, and the gap would become a thing of
the past.



It is true that American teachers tend not to be high achievers. In
2010, half graduated in the bottom third of their class (Time, 14
November 2011). But it is also important to understand just what is
meant by “education” in America’s teachers’ colleges. In a 1998
article, John Leo reported that prospective teachers at the University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, were being offered courses such as:
“Social Diversity in Education”, “Embracing Diversity”, “Diversity and
Change”, “Oppression and Education”, “Introduction to Multicultural
Education”, “Black Identity”, “Classism”, “Racism”, “Sexism”, “Jewish
Oppression”, “Lesbian / Gay / Bisexual Oppression”, “Oppression of
the Disabled” and “Erroneous Beliefs.”

As one of Leo’s readers commented, “This explains why 59 percent of
our prospective teachers in this state flunked a basic literacy test.”

This 59 percent failure rate occurred with 1,800 prospective teachers
who took a tenth-grade test in math and language. As Leo remarks,
“Apparently they went into ed school without knowing much about
anything, then came out the same way. But at least they are prepared
to drill children in separatism, oppression and erroneous beliefs.”

Conservatives talk about striving and standards, liberals talk about
equal funding and classroom size, but few talk about the breeding
grounds for school failure—the trendy, anti-achievement, oppression-
obsessed, feel-good, esteem-ridden, content-free schools of
education [Ed schools] teach nothing about anything in the real world,
or about how to teach real lessons to real children. Hostility to
achievement currently hides behind the word “equity” [meaning that]
bright students must be tamped down so that slow learners will not
feel bad about themselves. Grades and marks are bad, too because
they distinguish and divide children. An actual curriculum, detailing
things students ought to know, is viewed as cramping the human spirit.
This lack of concern for achievement now has a racial cast. Asian and
white children are often depicted as somehow out of step if they work
harder and achieve more than blacks, Hispanics, and other minorities.
Ed-school theory calls for strategies to conceal [the racial gap] under



group projects or to demonstrate that achievement doesn’t matter.
(John Leo, U.S. News, 3 August 1998)

In June 2012, a study by the National Council on Teacher Quality in
Washington, DC, indicated that California’s teacher schools are among
the worst in a nation full of substandard programs. They singled out
UCLA and Loyola Marymount as prime offenders. Graduate teacher
training programs in California are much more likely to accept lower
achieving students and far less likely to provide feedback on such
important skills as managing behavior in the classroom. The state’s
approach to training teachers focuses heavily on “addressing racist
attitudes, gender bias, and classism.” There is not enough instruction
on subject matter and teaching methods.

California did require that all districts perform teacher evaluations
based on how much the students have learned (as revealed in tests).
So far (2015), only two small districts have complied (Teresa
Watanable, LA Times, January 2015).

There is also an effort afoot to stop compensating teachers for
graduate courses that are expensive to the school districts and do not
improve the quality of teaching. In 2011, the Los Angeles Unified
School District spent 25 percent of its payroll compensating teachers
for such course work. The new supervisor is pushing for these funds
to be directed to those teachers who have proven results in the
classroom, and achievement tests determine much of this. The union,
of course, firmly opposes this.

Various experiments are also under way to let bright college
graduates bypass education schools altogether. Connecticut has a
program to allow graduates to switch into teaching from other careers
by simply taking an eight-week summer course and passing a test.
Teach for America also bypasses the education school swamp by
picking the brightest students at prestige colleges and setting them
loose in the classroom after just two weeks of preparation. But Teach
for America’s results have been mixed, and they have drawn the ire of
teacher’s unions.



MORE PAY FOR TEACHERS

It has long been proposed that higher pay will attract better teachers,
and some have claimed this would narrow, if not close, the racial
achievement gap. Linda Darling-Hammond, e.g., writes in the
Huffington Post (20 August 2014) that teachers are only paid 60% of
what other college graduates make, and that if their salaries were
brought into line with those of other college grads, the achievement
gap would decrease.

This is hard to reconcile with the decent performance of private school
teachers who make around 30 percent less than their public school
counterparts. It is also hard to reconcile with the experience of many
American cities.

Chicago is and remains a troubled school district with dismal
achievement test scores (and the usual racial gap). In 2012, the
average pay of public school teachers stood at $75,000, among the
highest in the nation. And they were offered another 16 percent pay
raise conditional upon proven student achievement. This provoked a
bitter strike that caught Mayor Rahm Emanuel and even President
Obama off-guard, since they are close allies of the teacher’s unions.
In the end, they got their pay raise and the rule on effective teaching
was gutted.  
This pattern has been seen across the nation. Teachers, for a 9-month
job, are handsomely paid in comparison with a few decades ago, and
their retirement package is far better than what most in private
industry can expect. In 1990, schools in Rochester, New York
negotiated a contract that made the city’s teachers the highest paid in
the nation. It was hoped this would energize the efforts to reverse the
dismal fortunes of the city’s 33,000 students. But when the second 3
year term agreement was set to be signed with another hefty pay
increase, the teachers narrowly defeated the contract since it
contained a requirement for pay in the future to be tied to their
performance. Many feared it would make them responsible for social



conditions such as poverty and teenage pregnancy that greatly affect
student performance and which are beyond their control.

There is some validity to this fear, but giving teachers additional
thousands of dollars per year has done nothing to raise test scores
(let alone to erase the gap). In Rochester in 2013, only 43% of
students graduated and only 10% of those [i.e., 4.3% of the total]
were ready for college.

Markham Middle School in Watts, Los Angeles is another example.
Despite the best efforts of the many principals who have come and
gone, and an army of well-intentioned reformers, private foundations,
and corporate sponsors, the city attorney’s office and—most recently
—the mayor of Los Angeles, it continues to have one of the worst
records of achievement in California.

California.

point “research-based” plan for change, including teacher training and
community involvement; this effort was scrapped as a failure in 1997.
A second program in 1999 directed even more money into the school,
boosting teacher salaries to well above the state average. This was
also judged to be ineffective. And so it went year after year.

When Watts has the same things as Brentwood—a wealthy white
neighborhood school—you might expect equal scores. But this has not
been the case or the result.

Raising salaries has simply not worked. So can the teachers make a
difference? In our final section, we will try to find some techniques that
might work on a wider scale. More money neither raises test scores
nor shrinks the achievement gap.

ABOLISHING TENURE

In the old days before unions hit the teacher ranks, it was assumed
that a teacher deserved protection against changes in local



government and public whims that might cost him his job. So after two
to five years, teachers virtually everywhere were assured of their
employment. Public school teachers are among the highest paid
professionals in the nation, with an average salary of $76,000 per
year including three month vacation time annually, full medical
coverage and generous retirement funds they rarely pay into, which
often supports them for many years in retirement. Because of union
militancy, nothing can threaten the teacher; the huge war chests
amassed by teachers’ unions ensure that any serious candidate for
political office finds it difficult to cross their wishes.

If a teacher is found to be ineffective, or even a sexual predator, it can
take years to remove him or her-up to four years in California.
Hearings have to be held, review upon review is needed.

But a movement has arisen to reduce the power of the teachers’ union
and reduce or eliminate tenure as unnecessary and even dangerous to
students. Some have even claimed that the retention of poor teachers
because of tenure is the explanation for the racial gap in achievement,
since such teachers are more often found in heavily black and Hispanic
schools.

In May 2012 lawyers representing nine public school students filed a
lawsuit in California state court: Vergara et al. v. California. The suit
alleged that California’s tenure rules violated the California State
Constitution by allowing grossly ineffective teachers to keep their jobs.
This was alleged to have a disparate impact on poor and minority
students, since they were more likely to be assigned to such teachers.
In June, 2014 a Superior Court judge in Los Angeles ruled tenure
unconstitutional since it denied an equal education to all students by
permitting incompetent teachers to be retained based on years rather
than performance. The judge’s principal justification for the decision
was the necessity of eliminating racial disparities in school and later
life; bad teachers, he alleged, produce a lifetime deficit in earning
among their pupils.



It is still too early to say for sure whether the abolition of tenure will
close the racial achievement gap. 
BETTER NEIGHBORHOODS

Liberals have long held that if poor kids could live in better
neighborhoods and mix socially with wealthy kids, their scores would
dramatically increase and the gap would close. This theory has now
been tested in several ways, and the results are sobering.

1) The first big city to test the theory was Chicago, who moved 7,000
poor, mostly African American families into 100 virtually all-white
neighborhoods across the Metropolitan area. This was in 1976. Initial
studies promised important results. Not only had the tenants moved
into more affluent and less crime-ridden neighborhoods, but their
children indicated they were happy with their teachers, had better
attitudes about school and were only a quarter as likely to drop out as
children remaining in the unintegrated schools of the district. But there
was no evidence to indicate test scores or IQ scores had increased
for the children involved.

2) Nearly 20 years later, the US Department of Housing and Urban
Development launched a highly expensive “Moving to Opportunity”
program. Nearly 5,000 poor children in Boston, Baltimore, Los
Angeles, New York, and Chicago were divided into three groups. An
experimental group got vouchers and assistance in moving to more
affluent neighborhoods. A “treatment” group got housing vouchers for
any private apartment or home, but no help moving into a
neighborhood with less poverty. The control group stayed in public
housing.

Four years later the researchers began checking the “experimental”
and “treatment” groups to see if their performance had improved
compared to children left behind in the projects. “The results of this
very largescale experiment indicate no evidence of improvement in
reading scores, math scores, behavior problems or school
engagement overall,” the researchers report. Early results from one
city, Baltimore, suggested that the program had a positive impact on



children from kindergarten to sixth grade, but a long term analysis
showed that the pupils did not sustain their gains. Overall, studies of
the programs in all five cities showed “no appreciable educational or
social improvement” (“Neighborhoods and Academic Achievement:
Results from the Moving to Opportunity Experiment,” National Bureau
of Economic Research Working Paper No. 11909, by Lisa
Sanbonmatsu, Jeffrey Kling, Greg Duncan, and Jeanne Brooks-Gunn).

3) The editors of The Journal of Blacks in Higher Education studied
SAT scores of children of military families serving overseas, who
attended 220 schools run by the army in 13 countries. They reasoned
that military schools enrolling black and white kids whose parents held
similar jobs and earned similar incomes in a racially integrated culture
would be ideal for testing whether the segregated neighborhoods of
much of the United States are responsible for the large gap between
the SAT scores of blacks and whites.

“No such luck,” the magazine concluded. Black students of military
personnel did score 38 SAT points higher than black students in public
schools around the country, but as of 2005, the white students at
Defense Department schools still scored 152 points higher than their
black schoolmates on the combined SAT: 902 for blacks and 1054 for
whites on a scale from 200 to 1600.

PRIVATE SCHOOLS

Long thought to be the bane of public schools, private schools have
existed in this country since before its founding. During the battle over
integration, thousands of white kids moved to private schools rather
than attend class in distant black neighborhoods. In some districts, the
percent could rise to 30 percent or more.

A study by the US Department of Education in 2006 determined that,
while kids in private school seem to do better than those in public
schools, when one takes into account their racial makeup, economic
situation, and social condition, there was virtually no difference
between public and private. In other words, private schools—with



older buildings and with teachers who make half what public teachers
make—break even with the achievement level of students in public
schools. I think there is a lesson here.

VOUCHERS

A school voucher is a cash grant or tax credit given to parents for use
toward the cost of educating their child at a school of their choice.
School voucher programs have two principal aims: 1) to bring about
greater racial integration (despite integration having been shown to
have no educational effect), and 2) to introduce market style
competition between school systems; it was hoped that even public
schools would improve when forced to compete with private schools,
just as the US Postal Service made improvement in its operation once
faced with competition from private package carriers following
deregulation in 1977.

Most vouchers are used by families in poor areas, who would
otherwise have no choice but to send their children to the local public
school. In many cities, a large percentage of those who were given
vouchers went to parochial schools (80 percent in Milwaukee). Some
observers believed this violated separation of church and state, but
the Supreme Court (Zelman v. SimmonsHarris, 2002) decided 5–4
that vouchers did not violate the Constitution even when used for
religious schools so long as the educational program had secular
purposes. The teachers’ union opposed voucher programs, arguing
that they would permit white students to move around as well, and
thus reduce integration in many schools.

The advent of Charter Schools provided the final nail in the coffin of
vouchers at a national level. Congress voted to abolish vouchers in all
50 states in 2002. Some states, however, such as Wisconsin, Indiana
and Oklahoma, along with the District of Columbia, have continued
with their own local version of vouchers for needy students at low
achievement schools.



The Obamas opted out of the Washington, DC public schools and sent
their children to Sidwell Friends, a firstrate private school with very
high achievement records. But to the shock of many, President
Obama removed from his 2016 budget funding for the school
scholarship voucher program which allowed thousands of poverty
ridden children to attend private and parochial schools of their choice.
Why? Teacher union demands. The success of these private schools
has given DC public education a black eye. Thus ended the final
governmental vouchers program in the US.

Stephen Moore of the Heritage Foundation points out that if President
Obama’s budget passes, “schools like [Sidwell Friends] will be
attended almost exclusively by kids of rich parents like the Obamas.
Remember this the next time the president gives a lecture on income
inequality and fairness.” (“Leaving the Capitol’s Children Behind,”
Washington Times, 8 February 2015)

CHARTER SCHOOLS

A “charter school” is a privately managed school funded by taxes. The
first charters were set up by motivated parents; more recently, private
companies have been founded to run them. If a charter school
succeeds in raising student achievement, it is allowed to continue; if it
fails, it is supposed to be closed. In 1991, Minnesota passed the first
law enabling the creation of charter schools free to students but
operated independently from the local school district. Since then,
5,000 such schools have opened in 39 states.

In 2009, Stanford University’s Center for Research on Educational
Outcomes issued a long report on charter schools. The schools
studied range from Nevada, which has no oversight over such schools,
to California, which has excessive oversight through state regulations
and local district rules. The report found that charter schools are twice
more likely to do worse by their students than regular schools; only 17
percent of charters provide education superior to that of traditional
public schools. In Nevada, charter school students are thought to have
lost the equivalent of half a year’s schooling. They called the charter



movement a failed experiment in privatization. 
Researchers also found that academics is far down the list of reasons
parents send their children to charters. Local convenience and the
sense that parents get more respect are the primary reasons.

Half of charter schools that should be shut down aren’t, due to the
political connections of the private companies running the schools or to
wealthy donors or parent groups who simply demand they stay open.

In Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD), on the other hand,
two charter schools run by Aspire, one of the top private charter
school firms, were closed in spite of performing well. This was
because Aspire contracted with a company outside the LAUSD to
provide special education programs for handicapped children! The
school board decided, effective 2013, that any charter using services
other than those of the district would be closed. The Average
Performance Index at the two Aspire-run schools had risen to 800,
which is the declared statewide goal. Aspire had achieved this with a
school body of which 90 percent qualified for subsidized lunches and
most were not fluent in English. Obviously, academic success is not
the only criterion by which charter schools are judged.

MAGNET SCHOOLS

Magnet schools are public schools with specialized courses or
curricula which can draw students from across more than one
geographically defined school district. The original idea was to achieve
racial integration without resorting to forced busing. The first magnet
school of which I have found record was the Los Angeles Center for
Enriched Studies, established in 1977 as part of Los Angeles’ effort to
replace mandatory busing with a voluntary integration plan. In 1997 it
won the legal right to discriminate based on race in a court ruling that
said magnet schools were outside the scope of Proposition 209,
passed in 1996, which forbade consideration of race in school and
college admissions. So this school is strictly limited as to how many of
each racial group is allowed in.



A story in the Los Angeles Times (13 December 2007) states that
“the school is successful among all races, although there remains a
significant gap between Asian and white students and their African-
American and Hispanic counterparts. White students, for instance, had
an API score of 893 in this year while Hispanics lagged at 774 and
African Americans at 733, still well ahead of district and state
averages.” 
The reports gathered in 2014 for the previous five years shows that
they have dropped a few points, but the racial differences remain
despite all efforts. It is obvious that even carefully orchestrated racial
integration and careful selection of students do not close the
achievement gap.

ACADEMIES

An “academy,” as the term is currently used by school reformers, is a
mini-school set up within a larger public school. Several academies
may be contained within a single school, with the aim of grouping
pupils with those of similar ability and giving them the sense of
belonging to a smaller community. Kids are assigned to one academy
and normally remain in it for the duration of their school time.

Since its inception in 1967, Locke High School in Watts had been a
troubled institution, with dismal graduation rates, graffiti-covered walls,
fights frequently breaking out, and students wandering the halls during
class time. Unionized teachers urged that the school be reopened
under a charter. In 2008, a private company called Green Dot took
over. The student body at that time was 40% black and 60% Hispanic.

Among the first changes introduced by Green Dot was to assign all
incoming 9th graders to one of four newly created academies. One
was geared toward preparing students for college; another was for
students Green Dot considered would be better served by learning a
trade or skill. In addition, students in the other grades were to be put
into several academies where they too would stay with the same
teachers during their remaining school years at Locke.



Green Dot also hired many bright new teachers from “Teach for
America.” Each had volunteered for the opportunity to make a
difference in this, the most troubled school in Los Angeles. The school
began to attract visitors such as Los Angeles Mayor Villaraigosa,
Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, California’s Superintendent of
Education, two US Senators and three Congressmen.

Then things began to unravel. Thirty percent of the teachers resigned
after the first year, 30% more after the 2nd year; the Dean quit, and
two principals were fired. The main reason teachers cited for leaving
was “unsafe conditions.” Some teachers were threatened by students,
some spat upon, some beaten and all subject to a constant drone of
foul language and other disrespectful behavior. It didn’t help that the
government ordered discipline relaxed at this very time. The students
took full advantage. One put a teacher in the hospital but returned
after a single day’s suspension; he was back in school before the
teacher was able to leave the hospital.

Soon it became evident that achievement test scores and graduation
rates were actually dropping. Despite extra remedial education and
special tutors, the percentage of ninth graders testing “below basic” or
“far below basic” in math increased sharply. One of the academies,
Animo Locke Technology Academy, was rated 1382nd out of 1444
schools. Of the Locke students who did go onto college, only two
percent did not require remedial classes. Clearly, “academies” had
failed to improve the test scores of the school’s black and Hispanic
student body, and thus were making no progress toward closing the
racial gap. When the final principal quit in 2013, the program was
terminated and Locke High School was closed forever.



California Academic PerformanceIndex(API)Score

The academic Performance Index (API) is a single number assigned to each school by the
California Department of Education to measure overall school performance and improvement
over time on statewide testing. The API ranges from 2000 to 1000, with 800 or higher as the
state goal for all schools.
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The public schools of Inglewood, California (85 percent black) made
similar efforts with similar results. Only 25 percent of its students are
at grade level in English and four percent in math. Enrollments are in
free fall as students transfer to other school districts or go to charter



schools. The school district is in bankruptcy. The following charts
relate to one of these Inglewood Schools
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PAYING STUDENTS TO DO BETTER IN SCHOOL

This controversial approach involves giving kids cash proportionate to
their attendance, grades, and the number of books they have read.
Many have called it bribery.

Edward Deci, a prominent psychologist from the University of
Rochester, has spent years studying motivation. He doubts payment
will help any kids over the long term. He points to a study done in
1977 which showed that rewards can have the perverse effect of
making people perform worse. This study was done in a nursery



school by Stanford University with toddlers being rewarded for
drawing. The same classroom included a control group of children not
offered any reward. After the rewards had been given out,
observation through a one-way mirror showed that the kids who got
the rewards only did half-hearted art work in the ensuing days, while
the others seem to enjoy drawing for its own sake.

Nonetheless, a program of paying children to do well in school was
launched in a number of school districts. The focus was primarily on
blacks and Hispanics, mostly in the poorer areas of town. The money
came primarily from charitable groups and wealthy donors. The kids
seemed happy to get the money, and the districts were hopeful it
could mark a turnaround. But the results have been mixed at best.

In New York City, beginning in 2007, $1.5 million was paid to 8,320
kids for good grades. This was done as part of the mayor’s anti-
poverty program, which also paid $50 per month to parents for their
child’s attendance and an additional $25 for attending parent-teacher
conferences. Overall this pay program cost the city about $53 million
by 2010 and had no lasting effect on any level.

In Chicago, with a different model, the kids who earned money for
grades attended class more often and did get better grades, but did
not do better on their standardized tests.

In Houston, a privately funded $1.5 million program was implemented
in 2010 to reward 5th graders when they master basic math
standards. Each family could earn up to $1,050. The program was
terminated when it became apparent that test scores and achievement
rankings were not improving.

In Louisville, the Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship
provides up to $500 in state lottery funds to kids with all A’s.
According to teacher Chris Spoonamore, parents “rip teachers” when
their child is given a C.



Results in Washington, DC were more promising. Kids got paid for
attendance and behavior, and that seemed to lead to more learning
effort. They did better on standardized reading tests.

But the example of Dallas warns us to beware of shortterm gains. The
Dallas school district paid second graders to read books, and this
improved their scores on standardized tests at the end of the year.
They even continued to do better the next year, after the rewards had
stopped. But by the sixth grade, the advantage dried up, and their
tests scores averaged the same as those not part of the experiment.
This pattern is similar to what was observed with Head Start.

Dallas also tried paying students $400 to take and pass Advanced
Placement tests. The only effect was that large numbers of unqualified
students attempted the tests.

COMBATING TEST APPREHENSION IN MINORITY PUPILS

With increased attention to test scores as the most important criterion
of student performance, student anxiety about taking tests may also
be rising. “Schools and teachers are under a lot of pressure to meet
standards and the pressure gets passed onto the students,” says
Nathaniel von der Embse, a psychologist at East Carolina University.
“The prevalence of test anxiety has certainly risen along with the use
of test-based accountability.” What’s worse, he says, is that test
anxiety can expand over time into any situation in which the student is
conscious of being evaluated—from a class presentation to a college
admission exam such as the SAT. And, it is feared, it can lead to
diminished selfesteem, reduced motivation, and disengagement from
school.

Some argue that the failure of minorities to do well in achievement
tests should be attributed to test apprehension. Such a theory requires
us to assume that minority children feel greater anxiety when taking
tests than do white or Asian children. Champions of the test
apprehension theory argue, accordingly, that blacks and Hispanics
face an anxiety specific to their groups about “fitting a stereotype of



failure.” In a paper submitted in 1995 in the Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology, Claude Steel of Stanford and Joshua Aronson of
the University of Texas argue that pervasive negative stereotypes
about blacks’ intellectual ability creates a “situational pressure” that
distracts them and depresses their academic performance.

There are steps young people can take which are said to calm them
down and reduce negative thoughts before a test. There is even said
to be a “values-affirmation exercise” that shrinks the performance gap
between black and white students by 40 percent, and erases the
gender gap altogether. But it is difficult to measure “test anxiety”
precisely and, therefore, to know whether such exercises work. And
even if they do, they are likely to help white and Asian children as
much as blacks and Hispanics, leaving no net effect on the racial gap.

It is known that white and Asian parents tend to place greater stress
on academic achievement, and that whites and Asians score higher on
the personality trait psychologists call “conscientiousness” than is the
case with black and Hispanic children. Both these facts would lead us
to expect white and Asian children to experience greater anxiety when
taking tests or otherwise being evaluated. Steel and Aronson’s
“situational pressure” specific to blacks, on the other hand, is pure
speculation.

HORSE SENSE

Dennis Parker is a horseman and former teacher who lives on a small
ranch outside Sacramento. He has been hired by a number of districts
at a salary of thousands of dollars per day to teach teachers how to
boost achievement and test results in academically poor schools. His
basic philosophy of maintaining a “good relationship” with students is
based on the methods he uses to train horses. He claimed in 2012
that his advice and direction have had a dramatic impact on test
scores at Wilson Elementary School in Santa Ana and Artesia High
School in Lakewood.



A closer look at these two schools indicates the opposite. While some
improvement is noted at Wilson, the test scores have never reached
the district average, which itself is well below the state average. In
2013, Wilson Elementary ranked worse than 71.8 percent of the
elementary schools in California and 21st out of 37 schools in Santa
Ana. At Artesia High School, the goal set for the Academic
Performance Index (API) is a modest 800 on a scale of 200–1000. In
2013, a score of 777 was 11 points lower than the previous year. It
does match other schools of similar ethnic composition (68 percent
Hispanic).

KEEPING LOUSE-INFESTED STUDENTS IN CLASS

Perhaps the strangest proposal inspired by the desire to protect
students’ self-esteem is keeping children infected with head lice in
class. This policy is said to be aimed at avoiding embarrassment to
children and protecting their privacy, as well as to keep them from
missing instruction. We suspect the real motives have more to do with
keeping the flow of tax dollars coming into the districts. One district in
Nevada airily advised parents not to worry, but to check their kid’s hair
once a week for infestation.

Parents are understandably concerned about this unhygienic practice,
and incidences of lice are increasing. The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention says there are now 6–12 million cases per year
involving children 3 to 11 years old.

No figures are available yet on whether lousy students are achieving
more than they would if properly disinfected.

HISPANIC SERVING INSTITUTIONS

This is a brand new category of costly efforts to close the
achievement gap. For years the UC Santa Barbara was perceived as
a white college campus where Latinos felt “out of place.” But last
year, 2014, Latinos increased to over 25% of the student body,
officially qualifying the school as a “Hispanic Serving Institution,”



earning it membership in the Hispanic Association of Colleges and
Universities.

This status is the first step toward enabling such schools to receive
federal and private grants aimed at bolstering the academic success
of Latinos. How this can be done without violating the State’s ban on
affirmative action remains to be seen. The new status is shared by
261 other schools around the nation, including 91 in California. It
remains to be seen if these additional funds and government programs
have any impact on achievement tests or do anything but increase the
welfare assistance they are afforded (and which is denied to Asians,
whites and blacks).

RESEGREGATING STUDENTS

Surely the most ironic suggestion for eliminating the racial gap is
reintroducing some form of racial segregation. In Topeka, Kansas,
subject of the original Brown decision, retiring school superintendent
Robert McFrazier remarked on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary
of Brown that the decision was a social triumph but an educational
failure. He thinks integration has been given a fair chance, and that all
schools now have the adequate equipment some lacked in the past.
Black students now have access to newer books and better facilities
in common with their white peers, but as a group they still perform
well below white students. On a statewide Kansas reading test, 34
percent of black kids scored unsatisfactorily compared to just 13
percent of whites. Why? Ironically, McFrazier blames the end of
segregation. He argues that closing black neighborhood schools—with
their traditions, yearbooks, mottoes, fight songs, and halls of fame—
uprooted these communities. While he believes the original court
decision was justified, he thinks 50 years have shown that
desegregation and better schools do not help black students
academically, and that a new course must be found. 
With one in four young black men either in jail or on probation, few
attending college and many of those dropping out, a vocal minority of
black educators are advocating separate classrooms for elementary



school age black boys. Advocates believe that low expectations,
absence of positive role models, and low self-esteem are largely
responsible for the failure of African American boys to achieve in
school, and that these problems could be mitigated by all-black
classrooms. In 1987, an effort of this sort was made in Dade County,
Florida. Two such classrooms were set up and run for a year. The
experiment seemed to produce good results: absentee rates dropped
six percent, and test scores jumped six percent. Additionally, there
was a noticeable decrease in hostile behavior. But the US Education
Department closed it down as a violation of civil rights law. The only
similar program remaining is in Washington, DC, a private endeavor
run by a group called Concerned Black Men. Detractors say that
separating students by race or sex could intensify black boys’ feelings
of anger and inferiority.

NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND

The No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) was a reauthorization, with
amendments, of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965, the major federal law authorizing federal spending on K-12
schooling. Its full title was “An act to close the achievement gap with
accountability, flexibility, and choice, so that no child is left behind.”
Proposed by incoming President George W. Bush in 2001, the act
was approved by both houses of congress with bipartisan support,
and was signed into law in January 2002. NCLB required states to
establish standards for students at all grade levels, with the goal of
having all students at proficiency level within twelve years (i.e., by
2014). States were also required to test students periodically to
assess progress toward the goal of universal proficiency, and to
report the results in the aggregate and for specific student subgroups,
including low-income students, students with disabilities, English
language learners and major racial and ethnic groups. The bill
provided for large increases in federal funding for all school districts
that complied with its requirements.



NCLB provided for penalties for schools unable to keep up with the
goals of the program. After two years, students were allowed to
transfer to a school with a better record. After three years, schools
were required to provide tutoring and other help for struggling students
on an individual basis. After five years, a “restructuring plan” would be
drawn up; this might involve converting the school to a charter, firing all
the teachers, or closing the school altogether. If the school was still
below standard after six years, the restructuring plan would be
implemented.

What have been the results from all this investment in the past 15
years? In fourth grade reading, the gains after implementation of
NCLB (No Child Left Behind), were a mere three points. In 8th grade
reading there were no gains. (Report by John Ghubb, Education Next,
2009, vol 9,no 3)

Over half of poor and minority children have reading and math skills far
below grade level, whether measured by the tough performance
standards of the NAEP (National Assessment of Education Progress)
or by the (often weaker) standards of the various states. Dropout
rates have been measured accurately only since NCLB required such
record keeping as part of Title 1 funding: they hover around 50% in
many major cities.

School choice and tutoring have proven to be ineffective. Fewer than
five percent of eligible students chose to leave their “failing” school.
Kids hate to leave their neighborhood, friends, and social life, and in
some depressed areas there may not be an approved school within
several miles. Only about 15% of students eligible for tutoring actually
signed up, and evaluations from a number of states show that tutored
students did no better on state tests than their untutored peers.
Legislators had assumed that students in poor schools would jump at
the chance to transfer to better schools or receive special tutoring, but
both assumptions proved unwarranted.



In 2006, 29 percent of schools were failing to make adequate yearly
progress; by 2010, the figure had risen to 38 percent. Fear of losing
their jobs or missing bonuses lead many administrators to misreport
test results. The nation’s biggest cheating scandal involved 44 schools
and 180 educators in Atlanta. Eleven persons were convicted on
racketeering charges and sentenced to prison terms of up to 7 years.

In 2011, US Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, issued warnings
that 82% of schools would be labeled as “failing” that year. The
numbers didn’t turn out quite that high, but several states did see
failure rates over 50% (McNeil, Education Week, 3 August 2011)

The reason for Duncan’s scare tactics was that the Department of
Education had already seized upon a new sure-fire method for closing
the achievement gap and achieving unprecendented educational
progress: Common Core. Duncan allowed states to opt out of the
failing NCLB program and convert to Common Core if they met certain
criteria and adopted some of the Obama administration’s educational
priorities. Thirty-two states and the District of Columbia did so.

By 2014, when NCLB was supposed to have achieved its aims, it had
already been forgotten. 
COMMON CORE

The latest fad is known as “common core.” Its roots stretch back to
the so-called standards and accountability movement of the 1990s. At
that time, a number of US states began establishing statewide
standards for what students were expected to know and to be able to
do at each grade level, as well as methods for assessing whether
students were meeting the standards. Gradually, a movement
coalesced to extend this approach to the entire United States.

In June, 2009 the National Governors Association and the Council of
Chief State School Officers published their first set of nationwide
standards for English and Math, as part of what they call the Common
Core State Standards Initiative. These standards are supposed to
embody what colleges and employers expect of high school



graduates. They cover every grade from kindergarten through twelfth,
and will eventually be expanded to include all academic subjects.

The details were developed by a group called Achieve, funded to the
tune of $713 million by the Gates Foundation. Federal laws prohibit
the US Department of Education from prescribing any curriculum, but
$4 billion in initial funding for the states adopting it is a big carrot.
There was no input from teachers or parents or local school districts.

David Feith writes in the Wall Street Journal, June 2013, that:

Common Core is about an obsession with race, class, gender, and
sexuality as the forces of history and political identity . . . Nationalizing
education via Common Core is about promoting an agenda of anti-
capitalism, sustainability, white guilt, global citizenship, self-esteem,
effective math and culture sensitive spelling and language. All this is
done in the name of consciousness raising, moral relativity, fairness,
diversity, and multiculturalism.

Common Core encourages “educational gaming,” meaning that
students play supposedly educational games on their computers.
Classics from the past such as Huckleberry Finn have been removed
from approved reading lists.

One member of the Common Core Validation Committee, Stanford
professor Dr. James Milgram, refused to sign off on the mathematics
portion. “The Core Mathematics Standards are written to reflect very
low expectations,” he said, calling them “as nonchallenging as
possible.”

Yet, at the same time, students are not given the ordinary tools they
need to do simple math. Since Common Core advocates claim that
“memorization is worthless,” students do not memorize the
multiplication table. Instead, they are loaded down with a great
number of mathematical formulas, for which they develop cheat
sheets. Eight year olds need calculators to get their homework done,
ending up calculator cripples.



Any student who marks an incorrect answer on one of the Common
Core assessment tests is given an alternative question instead, to help
bolster the results. Children are even allowed to opt out from the
annual tests. The California Privacy Protection Plan allows any parent
to have their kids excused from any tests during the year and at the
end of their class year. How will the public be able to tell how the
program is doing?

And the entire program has been copyrighted, so that no changes can
be made without their express permission. At first, Common Core was
greeted with wild enthusiasm; forty-four states and the District of
Columbia signed up for it. Kentucky and New York were the first to
implement it, in 2011 and 2012, even before the proper text books
were published or teachers were trained in accordance with the new
curriculum.

While the class curriculum has been dumbed down, the tests
themselves has been made more difficult.. In Kentucky, when the first
results came in, only half of elementary students were found to be
proficient or better in reading—compared to three quarters the year
before under the old program.

New York found that only 30 percent of their students could pass the
tests, and the achievement gap between the races grew slightly. In
one Harlem school, only seven percent received passing scores in
English, and ten percent in math. Businessman George Ball put it this
way: “We have gone from No Child Left Behind to Just About Every
Child Left Behind—if helplessness is the Common Core’s goal, it’s a
stunning success.”(Time magazine, June 2014)

In one district, 60 percent of the students declined even to take the
test as a form of protest against the Common Core agenda. Teacher
pay is tied to school tests in New York, so teachers often lack
enthusiasm for the curriculum as well. Some observers ascribe the
poor results to trying to do too much, too fast. 
When some New York parents protested at what they saw, the US
Education Secretary dismissed the outcry as coming from “white



suburban moms who—all of a sudden—realize their child is not as
bright as they thought.” This did little to win supporters for this new
program.

Other areas of the country are getting the message. An LA Times
editorial (24 March 2014) warned schools against rushing into
Common Core. The editorial encourages the Obama administration to
consider that Common Core still has flaws that need to be worked out
before this program spreads nationally. Second, the schools should be
given a few years to implement and work with the program before
teachers are evaluated by the results. Third, implementation should
not begin until textbooks and teachers are ready for a new program.

For Santa Ana schools, the results of implementing Common Core
were disastrous. The school district, however, put on a brave face,
announcing to the world that serious progress had been made at two
of its schools. It turns out that these particular schools are over 70%
white and 10% Asian in a district that is 92% Hispanic overall. See
Appendix 10 for details.

Liberals are concerned about teacher evaluations based on Common
Core results and conservatives are worried the program is a further
encroachment by the national government into what have always been
local school decisions. Traditional standardized achievement tests
such as the SAT and ACT are being phased out in favor of Common
Core, which may make the program’s success harder to measure.

Initial results have already thrown fear and disarray into the new
program. Some states have already withdrawn their support, while
others have lowered the standards that define “success.” Supporters
continue to hope and promise that Common Core will help close the
achievement gap between the ethnic groups, but nothing in the early
results would lead one to believe this.



DECLINING STANDARDS
The effort to eliminate achievement differentials between the races
has been accompanied by a significant decline in overall academic
standards. Already in 1983, A Nation at Risk, the report by President
Reagan’s National Commission on Excellence in Education, warned
that declining standardized test scores were largely the result of an
erosion of academic standards in the nation’s high schools. That
erosion, the study says, is reflected in rampant grade inflation,
increased absenteeism, easier textbooks, large increases in the
number of elective courses allowed, and a decreased emphasis on
reading and writing, along with a general tendency to demand less of
students than formerly.10 Grade inflation serves to mask the decline.
As Thomas Sowell reports: “American high schools gave out
approximately twice as many C’s as A’s in 1966 but by 1978, the A’s
exceeded the C’s. By 1986, more than one-fifth of all entering
freshmen in college averaged A– or above for their entire high school
careers.”11

The educational establishment is afraid to enforce standards because
of the effect it would have on the lives of students unable to meet
them. In 1999, the Massachusetts State Board of Education set a low
passing mark on its new statewide graduation exam so as not to drive
weak pupils to drop out or put them at a disadvantage in trying to get
a job later. Wisconsin scrapped their plans for graduation exams
altogether after protests from parents. (US News, 13 December
1999)

10 Don Speich, Los Angeles Times, January 17, 1987. 
11 Thomas Sowell, Education: Assumptions vs. History (Hoover Institution Press, 1986).

The state of Georgia bragged that 85% of its students met or
exceeded the proficiency benchmark on its 2007 tests. But only 28%
of the same students scored high enough to be considered proficient
on the National Assessment of Educational Progress or NAEP,



administered by the US Department of Education. Georgia, like many
states, sets its proficiency standards so low that barely literate
students can be deemed proficient. Alarmingly, five other states have
even lower standards. Fifteen states lowered their levels between
2009 and 2011. Since 2012, New York students can pass the English
exam required for high school graduation with a grade of 55 out of
100.

In view of the dismal results obtained in graduation and achievement
exams in Los Angeles, rigorous graduation requirements set in 2005
were dramatically reduced five years later. Students can now pass
college preparation courses with only a D grade, even though
California colleges require a C average for admission. The California
state legislature also passed a law exempting most students with
disabilities from taking the test. The number of units needed to
graduate was also reduced so that more students could graduate. “I
know of no other school district which is reducing graduation
requirements by 60 units could then call such action an improvement
[sic],” said former senior district official, Sharon Robinson. The school
district called the changes a “creative solution.” Scores are expected
to drop farther once California adopts Common Core in the Fall of
2015.

The College Board, which administers the SAT test, made an effort to
raise standards in 2006 with a new, longer version of the test. The
result was the largest drop in scores in three decades. The racial gap,
which had already increased by 5.5 percent between 1975 and 2005,
grew even larger by another 7% with the new version of the test
(which had supposedly been freed of cultural bias). Rather than
address the problems directly, a campaign was mounted to have
college admissions departments disregard the SAT test, and many are
doing so. But with grades meaning ever less due to grade inflation and
dumbed-down curricula, the elimination of the SAT will leave little for
admissions officers to look at. College Board Chairman, David
Coleman announced (5 March 2014) that the SAT would be revised
again in 2016. This was needed, he said, because the test had



become “far too disconnected from the work in our high schools.” The
real reason may have more to do with averting a general
abandonment of the SAT.

The 2013 testing done by the National Assessment of Educational
Progress, measured 92,000 high school seniors in the United States
and found that reading scores are lower than those of students in
1992. Seventyfour percent of students score below the
gradeappropriate level in math. At the same time, graduation rates
have climbed to an all-time high.

Some of this decline can be attributed to shifting demographics. The
achievement gap between white and black/Hispanic students remains
very wide, while the percent of white twelfth graders has fallen from
74 percent in 1992 to 58 percent in 2013.

The United States has slid to 29th in the world for math ability in 2012,
down from 23rd just three years earlier. In science, we lag behind 22
nations, falling from 18th in 2009. In reading, the United States was
behind 19 countries, falling from 9th in 2009. How can America
maintain its prosperity and strength in the face of these trends? 
Pentagon data (12 December 2010) shows that 75 percent of 17–24
year olds don’t qualify for the military because they are physically
unfit, have a criminal record, or didn’t graduate from high school. Of
those who do graduate from high school, 23 percent don’t get the
minimum score needed to enlist in any branch of the military. (The
Education Trust, 21 December 2010)

Even civilian employers are finding it difficult to fill skilled positions,
despite all the money poured into American schools. “The so-called
skills gap is now threatening to impede economic growth…with more
than half of the companies in a new survey saying they have struggled
to recruit candidates for open positions, especially at the higher end of
the wage spectrum…And the recruitment problem includes skilled
trade jobs as well.” (Tiffany Hsu, LA Times, 31 October 2014)



By 2020, the United States is expected to face a shortage of 1.5
million workers with degrees, and 6 million people who lack even a
high school diploma (US News, January 2014.)

Concurrent with eroding standards is a tendency to infantilize college
students. Professors at UC Santa Barbara, for example, are required
to mention in their course descriptions anything that might be upsetting
to students taking their classes. Such students can then be excused
from those classes without penalty. A student might claim, for
instance, that taking remedial English would make him feel like a
failure; another might be upset by the views of a professor perceived
as too conservative, too religious, or too anything else.

Oberlin College in Ohio has gone further. Professors have to avoid any
topic that might cause trauma due to racism, sexism, heterosexism,
gender identity issues, “ableism” (discrimination against the disabled)
and other issues of privilege and oppression.

The following chart illustrates the level of income to be obtained by
entering one of the trades without college and the growth anticipated
in the future along side some that do require college.
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THE DISCIPLINE GAP
When I was young in the 1950s and 1960s, leading school discipline
issues included the throwing of spitballs and talking out of turn. Since
integration in the 1960s, however, American schools have witnessed a
dramatic increase in serious criminal violence. Between 1970 and
1973, school-related homicides increased by 18 percent. Rapes went
up by 40 percent, robberies by 37 percent, assaults on teachers by
77 percent, and drug offenses by 38 percent (US News, 26 January
1976). By March 1980, a noted Los Angeles psychiatrist who had
treated more than 200 teachers stated: “The combination of continued
violence and threats of violence with little or no support from school
administrators results in teachers who experience psychological and
physiological depletion and ultimately collapse under the stress.” This
is particularly common in the poorer areas of Los Angeles; it is called
“battered teacher syndrome,” displaying similarities to World War I
shell shock or combat fatigue. Turnover among teachers in many
public school districts is high, and violent and unruly pupils are the
main reason teachers cited. (Institute of Educational Sciences,
“Teacher” article by Robert Paulker, vs. 97, page 46-77, March 1980)

Here are some more recent figures: In 2012, 749,000 nonfatal violent
victimizations were reported at US schools among students 12-18
years old. Nine percent of teachers report that they have been
threatened with injury by a student from their school; five percent say
they have actually been attacked (the highest percentage ever).

A 2013 poll of youth in grades 9-12 taken by the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention found the following:

8.1% reported being in a physical fight on school property in the 12
months prior to the survey.

7.1% reported that they did not go to school on one or more days in
the 30 days prior to the survey because they felt unsafe at or on the



way to school.

5.2% reported carrying a weapon on school property on one or more
days in the 30 days prior to the survey.

6.9% reported being threatened or injured with a weapon on school
property one or more times in the 12 months prior to the survey. 
19.6% reported being bullied on school property and 14.8% reported
being “electronic bullied” during the 12 months prior to the survey.

Bullying has become a national problem, and awareness of it is
increasing. Unfortunately, much of the discussion is distorted by
politically correct thinking, with an overemphasis on occasional
instances in which homosexuals or racial minorities are the victims.
Most bullying does not fit this pattern, however.

Index xii 
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The races do not contribute equally to school discipline problems. The
US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) reported that in
the 1972–1973 schoolyear, more than three times as many black
students as whites suffered suspension.

In Connecticut in 2002, 52 percent of all suspensions in elementary
schools involved black students, who made up only 13 percent of the
school population; in other words, they were over-represented by a
factor of four. During the same year, Hispanics constituted 18 percent
of elementary school pupils and received 35 percent of suspensions—
over-representation by a factor slightly less than two. The white
majority accounted for only 12 percent of suspensions. During the
2011-12 school year, 998 students under the age of seven were
suspended in Connecticut, and more than three quarters of these very



young children were black or Hispanic. (Linda Conner Lambreck in
CTPOST.com 2013)

In Los Angeles, black students account for about 11 percent of the
student population but made up about onethird of those suspended
during the 2013–2014 school year.

Discrepancies like these might be termed the “discipline gap”—
something distinct from, but analogous to, the achievement gap. They
have produced the same sort of controversy as the achievement gap.

controversy as the achievement gap.

73 led the NAACP, the ACLU and many black parents to claim
discrimination. They claimed schools were punishing blacks more
harshly than whites for the same offenses, and demanded that
discipline rates for blacks be cut to match that for whites and Asians.
School discipline became a civil rights issue. These critics did not
provide evidence that blacks and whites were misbehaving with similar
frequency or at similar levels of seriousness. They didn’t have to; by
the 1970s it had become unchallenged public dogma in the United
States that differences between the races were not natural or normal,
and could only be caused by differences in treatment, i.e., by
discrimination. Where common sense would see evidence of bad
behavior on the part of blacks, they saw only mistreatment of blacks.

The same reasoning might lead us to ask whether boys are being
specially discriminated against, since they are punished for
misbehavior at more than three times the rate for girls. But the denial
of sex differences has never gone as unchallenged as the denial of
racial differences. Teachers see racial differences in behavior every
day, and know just how pervasive and persistent they are. But for
many years now, most have feared to discuss the subject openly. One
exception is Scott Phelps, a white teacher at John Muir High School in
Pasadena, California. In a letter to colleagues that got quoted in the
LA Times (December 1, 2002), Phelps wrote that unruly black
students are responsible for his school’s failure to make the grade:



It has nothing to do with teachers or curriculum.... Overwhelmingly, the
students whose behavior makes the hallways deafening, who yell out
for the teacher and demand immediate attention in class, who cannot
seem to stop chatting and are fascinated by each other but not with
academics, in short, whose behavior saps the strength and energy of
us on the front lines, are African American.

Phelps went on to list white, Hispanic, and Asian teachers who quit
because they were intimidated by aggressive black students.
Controversy erupted around Mr. Phelps’s remarks when they
appeared in the LA Times, but he kept his job. Today he is president
of the Pasadena Unified School District Board of Trustees— proving it
is possible to speak honestly about race and survive professionally.

Kitty McKnight is a black graduate of John Muir High School. She sent
her two sons there and taught there herself for 40 years. While she
acknowledges initial feelings of anger at Phelps’ letter, she admits the
truth of his observations. When a district official suggested at a public
meeting that the solution to Muir’s discipline problems was more
tolerance and commitment from the teachers, she exploded:

I cannot sit and listen to this. Our boys are out of control. Having been
a teacher all these years, I never made it a point. But it’s true. You
talk about the behavior of black students to another black teacher, and
they know exactly what you mean. I feel like I am at fault for not
addressing it sooner.

Mrs. McKnight also blamed some of the parents who offer excuses for
their kid’s bad behavior and have even accused her of being
prejudiced against her own race. (Los Angeles Times, December 1,
2002)

Pasadena’s John Muir is, of course, only one high school. What do the
figures look like nationwide?

In South Philadelphia High School, black students have harassed,
assaulted and tormented Asian students for years. The black principal



explains that they did not alert police because they didn’t want to
“criminalize” the students.

In Philadelphia as a whole, 409 student assaults on teachers were
reported between September 2005 and January 2006. By the 2010-
2011 school year, the number had risen to 690 teachers assaulted.
The Philadelphia Federation of Teachers, which represents the
district’s 10,000 teachers, reports that a growing number of its
members don’t feel safe in their classrooms. 
There is reason to fear the official numbers are understated. In 2011,
Michael Lodise, president of the school police union, said: “My officers
are very frustrated out there because they are being told not to report
things and that everything must go through the principal. If he doesn’t
want to report it, it doesn’t get reported.” Almost simultaneously,
School Superintendent Arlene Ackerman was bragging to the media
that violence in the schools had been on the decrease. (Philadelphia
Inquirer, 28 March 2011)

In Baltimore, 80% of teachers surveyed had been victimized in the
workplace according to a survey conducted by the school district in
2011. Over 300 Baltimore teachers filed injury claims from student
assaults in 2013.

An article in the American Psychological Association Journal in 2014
stated: “Violence directed against teachers is a national crisis with far-
reaching implications and deserves included in the school violence
equation” (Dorothy Espelage, PhD, University of Illinois, lead author).

Of the approximately 9,000 arrests and tickets issued to students in
Los Angeles during the 2011–2012 schoolyear, 93 percent involved
black and Hispanic students. Nationwide, black students in 2012 were
15 percent of the student population but they made up more than a
third of students suspended once, 44 percent of those suspended
more than once, and more than a third of students expelled. Even in
preschool, blacks are suspended at two and a half times the average
rate. Blacks account for half of students suspended before age 6.
(Los Angeles Times, 24 March 2014).



The claim that black pupils are unfairly singled out for disciplinary
action is alive and well in 21st Century America. In March, 2012
Secretary of Education Arne Duncan called the discrepancy in
discipline rates “alarming.” “The sad fact,” he observed, “is that
minority students across America face much harsher discipline than
non-minorities even within the same school.” In accordance with such
thinking, President Obama signed an executive order called the
“African American Education Initiative” (26 July 2012). It calls on
schools to reduce the number of disciplinary actions against black
students. The Civil Rights office has launched investigations in 2012
into several states from North Carolina to Massachusetts on whether
discriminatory suspension policies are violating the civil rights of black
students.

According to the latest report from the US Department of Education
Office of Civil Rights (June 2014), the number of suspensions has
dropped across all ethnic groups, with the largest decline being for
blacks and Hispanics. Overall suspensions have dropped by 14
percent in the years 2011 to 2014.

Los Angeles Unified Schools brag they have lowered the suspension
and expulsion rate. Here is the series of events: In 2011, even before
the President’s executive order of 2012, the district was found to be in
violation of Obama’s program according to a Justice Department
memo issued in 2010. This prompted Superintendent Deasey to
quickly advance a program to reduce discipline actions on all levels
and to soften enforcement of rules on non-white student behavior;
discipline was said to be “inequitable and disproportionate.” In 2012,
the district started diverting truant students to counseling at off-site
resource centers rather than issue truancy tickets. In 2013, it became
the first district in the country to ban suspensions for defiant behavior
of students, no matter how bad.

In 2014 the district went even further by eliminating suspension or
referral to police for possession of alcohol or less than one gram of
marijuana, vandalizing school property or fighting. Sending students to



court and putting them on probation has been eliminated for virtually all
offenses except carrying guns on campus. No special action is taken
against repeat offenders. A school board member who supports the
new program indicated on a radio interview (19 August 2014), that no
suspensions mean higher attendance, and this will bring more money
into the district since the state pays the districts based on attendance.
She also said the change will “look good” when the public reviews
“social progress” in the schools.

According to LAUSD data for 2013-2014, black students accounted
for about 11 percent of the student body but made up about one-third
of those suspended even after the initial softening of the enforcement
rules.

Los Angeles reduced its rate of suspensions by more than 53 percent
by school year 2013-14, but reported crimes and violence in the
schools have not decreased. The state government is now pushing
directives to reduce the number of suspensions in all districts or force
them to explain why this is not possible.

Softening Discipline: 
California LAUSD

Expulsions Suspensions Expulsions Suspensions 
2011-12 9553 366,629 152 18,888 
2012-13 8226 329,370 128 11,898 
2013-14 6611 279,383 145 8864 Two-Year Decline 
30.8% 23.8% 4.6% 53.1%

Teachers have complained that the school districts have done too little
to help them cope with the resulting discipline problems, which has
resulted in classroom disruption at a level not seen before.

The advocacy group Fix School Discipline claims the drop in
suspensions and expulsions has lead to higher graduation rates, but
produces no evidence of this. Indeed, LAUSD records issued in 2015
said the dropout rate was 17.2% in 2011 and a barely lower 17.0% in
2013. Graduation rate for students in class of 2014 was 70.4%,
slightly up from 68.1% the previous year. It is difficult to see these



trends as dramatic improvements. Indeed, a UCLA study (11
November 2014) showed that the number of instructional days lost to
teacher absences, lockdowns and counseling sessions for disruptive
students reached 22.3 in high-poverty areas—the highest figure ever
for a school year!

Suspension certainly has its disadvantages as a form of discipline; it
involves removing pupils from classes and thus works against a
school’s fundamental purpose of educating them. But what are the
alternatives? In previous years (and even today in many Southern and
Midwestern states) paddling of disruptive students was a normal
practice. In most of the nation, this is no longer permitted, and
suspension was introduced as a substitute. One new alternative to
suspension involves mediation sessions where everyone involved in an
incident (teacher, counselor, pupil, and others) gather and talk out the
situation for 45 minutes to an hour. While this has reduced
suspensions, it may come at the expense of other students who miss
the attention of their teachers during such sessions.

Some allege that suspensions mean less education, and that this
leads to prison time for many of the offenders later in life. They point
out that 82% of those in prison are school drop-outs. In effect, these
critics blame school discipline for causing later incarceration.

It seems more likely that tendencies to bad behavior are the cause of
both school suspensions during youth, and crime in adulthood. Such
tendencies can become visible even before children reach school age.
One 16-year study done on 255 men at the federal mental institution in
Washington, DC, showed that criminal tendencies show up in kids as
young as three. Crime is not caused by discipline or anything else in
the environment; it is due to the inability of young men to control anger
and emotions. Failure to hold them accountable only encourages their
worst tendencies, to the detriment of their peers who want to learn. If
current thinking persists, the “discipline gap” is only likely to grow.
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GENETICS: THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM
Despite the billions spent by government and philanthropy in the past
fifty years for preschools, better classroom environments and general
socioeconomic uplift, there has been no change in average academic
achievement by race in the United States.

The race gap in America is comparable to that of other countries as
well. In South Africa, e.g., 96 percent of white students pass their high
school exit exams. The passing rate for blacks was 42 percent. In
Soweto, the nation’s largest black community, it was ten percent. (Los
Angeles Times story April 21, 1990)

Reality has been defined as that which continues to exist when you
stop believing in it. Several decades ago, Americans officially ceased
considering racial differences natural or normal. In our Tried But Failed
chapter, we listed forty proposed alternative explanations for observed
differences in the average academic achievement of the races in
America, with corresponding reform proposals intended to make such
differences go away. None has proven successful. 
It is time to reconsider a tacit assumption behind all such efforts: viz.,
that without some form of unfairness or discrimination, all races would,
on average, succeed in school to the same extent. No one has ever
demonstrated why this should be the case. As economist Walter
Williams puts it:

There is no evidence from anywhere on earth or any time in human
history which demonstrates that but for discrimination there would be
proportional representation and absence of gross statistical disparities
by race, sex, nationality or any other human characteristic. (Diversity,
Ignorance and Stupidity, 2012)

The world is filled with differences not attributable to discrimination:
diseases specific to certain groups (e.g., Tay-Sachs to Askenazi
Jews, Sickle Cell to blacks), the overwhelmingly white population of



Maine, wealthy people attending more opera or going to more art
galleries than poor people, etc. These disparities do not prove
discrimination or imply any injustice that would require remedial action.

To take an example from professional sports: it is no more scandalous
that few blacks become professional hockey players or NASCAR
drivers than that blacks dominate the NBA. Such differences are quite
normal. In part they may be due to free choices people make, e.g.,
young blacks taking more interest in basketball than hockey, and
sometimes they reflect natural differences, as when blacks dominate
international sprinting competitions because of their higher proportion
of fasttwitch muscle tissue.

Blacks even excel whites in certain mental abilities. They outperform
whites at the same IQ level in rote learning tasks, and develop motor
skills earlier. However, they have less tissue in the pre-frontal cortex,
which translates into poorer abstract reasoning and lower IQ. This is
not a recent discovery; experts have known it for many decades.
(Scientific Study by Helmuth Nyberg, 2009). It remains undiscussed
partly out of fear and partly because many who know the truth think
that suppressing information about racial differences will somehow
make racial problems disappear or protect the self-esteem of blacks.

The ultimate cause of natural differences in living organisms is found in
DNA, the genetic code of life. Science has increasingly found that
genes have a huge impact on what humans (like other animals) are
and can become. Other factors play a role: it is important to get
proper nutrition, especially in the early years and in the mother’s
womb, and brain injuries or drug use may obviously limit one’s ability
to learn and achieve. Our genes, however, appear largely to
determine the maximum we can achieve when all other circumstances
are favorable; poor nutrition, injuries and drug abuse all lower our
potential, but virtually nothing has been found to raise our potential as
determined by our genes.

Several lines of argument agree in supporting the genetic hypothesis.
Perhaps the most striking evidence comes from twin studies. Identical



twins share the same genome; in other words, all their genes are
identical. Occasionally, such twins get separated at birth and are
raised in very different environments. Researchers study such twin
pairs to determine the degree to which intelligence is determined by
genes. More than two hundred such pairs of twins have been studied
since the 1930s. The best and most extensive such studies were
carried out by Thomas Bouchard and his colleagues at the University
of Minnesota, beginning in 1979. Bouchard’s team found that
intelligence is 83 percent heritable. They also determined that
“relevant environmental influences are unique to the individual rather
than operating as family effects arising from shared or common family
influences such as parental styles or upbringing, discipline, role
models, encouragement, and the like.” (Richard Lynn, The Science of
Human DiversityScience of Human Diversity 306) 
Another way of investigating the relative influence of genetics and
environment is by looking at transracial adoptions. The most important
such study was carried out by Bouchard’s University of Minnesota
colleagues Sandra Scarr and Richard A. Weinberg beginning in the
1970s; it is known as the Minnesota Transracial Adoption Study.

In the United States, most transracial adoptions involve black or
mixed-race children adopted by white couples. In the Minnesota study,
the adoptive parents were mostly college graduates employed in
managerial and professional occupations. All adoptees were given IQ
tests and scholastic tests at ages seven and seventeen. At age seven,
the adopted children showed IQs several points higher than the
average for blacks raised in a black family. This would suggest their
environment had a significant impact on them. At age 17, however, the
black group did not score significantly higher than blacks raised in a
black family—i.e., about sixteen points below the white average. The
children from a white mother and black father tested in the mid-range
of eight points below the average white student on a national basis.
The study concluded that the effects of a favorable environment fade
with time, and that adult intelligence depends mostly on genes.
(General Cognitive Ability-g factor article in Assessment, Encyclopedia
Psychological Assessment, a Sage Publication 2000).



These results have been confirmed by similar studies carried out in
Sweden. The Swedish Adoption/Twin Study of Aging provided
corroborative data for high heritability. Studied were 45 pairs of
identical twins reared apart, 67 pairs of identical twins raised together,
100 pairs of fraternal twins reared apart, and 89 pairs of fraternal
twins reared together, all with an average age of 65. The heritability of
general intelligence was found to be about 80%, somewhat lower for
specific abilities. Thus, average heritabilities for verbal, spatial and
memory tests were repectively 58%, 46% and 38% (Pedersen,
Plomin, Nesselroade, and Mc Learn, Intelligence, 6 July 1992).

A more recent study investigated American armed forces veterans in
their late 30s; the men were fairly representative of the black and
white male population. The results indicated that when black and
whites are matched on g scores ”there is no evidence of discrimination
unfavorable to blacks for job status at any level of g. Nor are blacks
with the same g scores as whites disadvantaged in income when they
are above the median level of g in the total the total sample. In fact,
on both variables - job status and income - whites turned out to be
relatively more disadvantaged group when the level of g is taken into
account.” (Helmuth Nyborg and Arthur Jensen, “Occupation and
Income Related to Psychometric g,” Intelligence, 20 October 1999).

These examples could be multiplied. A host of distinguished scientists,
including Arthur Jensen, William Shockley, J. Philippe Rushton, Richard
Lynn, Hans Eysenck, Philip Vernon, Sandra Scarr, and many others,
have tried to tell us the scientific facts about genetic differences. All
were brilliant, and held appointments at prestigious universities. Many
have been shouted down while attempting to address university
audiences, or have been subjected to libelous personal attacks from
professional “anti-racists.” The weight of their research and studies
has simply been ignored by the media and America’s political
leadership. There is probably no other area in which expert opinion
and popular understanding are farther apart. As far back as 1984,
scholars Mark Snyderman and Stanley Rothman surveyed more than
600 experts in the field of psychological measurement. Responses



were anonymous. Most believed that IQ tests measured the ability to
solve problems and to reason abstractly, and that heredity accounted
for much of the variation between racial groups. Yet the impression
given in the popular press was that intelligence could not be defined,
that IQ tests do not measure anything that is relevant to life
performance and that aptitude tests are outmoded and useless—all in
direct contradiction to the results of their survey. They published their
findings in 1988 as The IQ Controversy. Not much seems to have
changed since then. Herrnstein and Murray’s 1994 book The Bell
Curve received considerable publicity when it was published, and was
read by many people, but the evidence they presented was prevented
from having any influence on public policy. It is doubtful such a work
could even be published today.

Some would have us believe that IQ and achievement tests are
culturally biased. There is an organization called FairTest which
campaigns against standardized testing for this reason. They like to
bring up a SAT question which required knowledge of the term
“regatta,” but are not as quick to mention that this item has not
appeared since 1973. Test designers today are keenly aware of the
issue of cultural bias and put a great deal of effort into minimizing its
effects. Most IQ tests today are non-verbal for this very reason. The
current leader in the field of IQ testing is Raven’s Progressive
Matrices, which require no reading at all. An example is given in the
illustration below:



A typical problem from a
modern IQ test: find the shape on the right that best fits in the empty
space on the left.

Of course in a sense, all tests “discriminate”—that is their purpose. An
IQ test, e.g., is meant to discriminate between different levels of
intelligence; a third grade math test is meant to identify those who
have learned the material from those who have not. Such tests are not
intended to discriminate against races as such, but if there are
differences between the average ability of the races, good tests will
reveal them. 
We might also point out that liberal egalitarian policymakers are happy
to appeal to IQ testing when it suits them. For example: 
1. IQ tests determine who can get into the military;

no one under 80 IQ is allowed to join per a Congressional rule.

2. The Supreme Court has mandated that anyone with an IQ less than
70 cannot be executed, no matter the crime.

3. Admission to special education is set by IQ level as directed by the
various States.

Of course, some egalitarians would have all such tests banned. A
federal judge has forbidden IQ testing of blacks in the state of
California since 1979. In 2003, the NAACP filed a federal complaint
against Florida’s Education Department in an effort to prevent the use



of statewide assessment tests until the achievement gap between
minority students and white students is eliminated.

The Academic Performance Index (API) exam, which is the national
norm in testing and one used for progress analysis, allows minorities
to meet only 80 percent of the targets set for everyone else. Call it
“institutional racism,” said Jim Lanich, President of California Business
for Education Excellence. (Mountain News, 20 April 2006)

A “resource guide” published by the US Department of Education’s
Office of Civil Rights in 1999 states that “any use of any education test
(such as the SAT or ACT) which has a significant disparate impact on
members of any particular race, national origin, or sex is
discriminatory” and should be viewed as invalid unless the school using
the test can prove otherwise. By this standard, no test is valid. (John
Leo, US News, 31 May 1999)

But would subjective standards bring fairness to admissions or
evaluations?

The study of group differences is not designed to harm persons of any
particular race. Such study is more likely to make it possible to adapt
our educational approach to different racial groups and different levels
of ability.

Where did these differences come from? Why aren’t all races of
mankind equally endowed? The explanation accepted by most
scientists is based upon the different conditions that prevail in different
regions of the world. Our species originated in tropical Africa, where
there are no winters and food is plentiful at all times of the year. From
there, man spread out across the continents of Asia and Europe. The
colder climates he encountered meant that food was no longer equally
available at all times of the year; man was forced to plan ahead in
order to survive the winter. Those who were not intelligent or future-
oriented enough to do so were not able to pass their genes on to
posterity. So the average intelligence of men in Asia and Europe
gradually rose, while in Africa itself, it tended to remain the same.



Some may object that I lay unnecessary stress on racial differences,
whereas the important point is to treat each child as an individual. I
can only respond that I am hardly the first person to suggest racial
comparisons; such comparisons are an obsession of liberal
egalitarians, be they politicians, journalists, or education leaders. They
are the ones who constantly talk about the “gap” between the races
and the supposed need to close it. And yet as I have tried to point out
in this work, nothing has worked to do this. Nothing in 50 years! I am
happy to see each child assessed individually—I only ask that
differences in group averages be recognized as natural and normal.

Here are some ways in which American education might be improved
through the recognition of natural differences:

1. End racial preferences. They are unfair to whites and Asians, and
they deprive their black and Hispanic “beneficiaries” of incentive to
achieve. They produce underqualified professionals who shortchange
or harm those who employ their services, and they reinforce the very
“stereotypes” of low black performance they are intended to combat.
At first introduced in a rather shamefaced way as a temporary remedy
that would be abolished when no longer needed, they have
perpetuated themselves by their very failure, and are a powerful
cause of resentment among both “beneficiaries” and victims.

2. End the culture of victimhood so widespread among blacks in this
country. Blacks from Africa and the Caribbean do much better in their
studies here than native blacks, possibly because they have been less
influenced by the victim mentality common in America. Yes, black
Americans have had more than their share of trouble in the past, but
they are in no way helped by being encouraged to blame their
problems on others in the present.

3. Bring back ability grouping. As far as practicable, teach according
to each student’s ability regardless of race. Encourage blacks to
become the best black people they can be, rather than remaining
preoccupied with inappropriate and invidious comparisons with whites.



4. Some of the money currently being spent on vain efforts to raise the
achievement levels of the most poorly performing students should be
redirected toward helping the gifted and talented. This group is the
most overlooked today, although it includes most of those who will be
responsible for future progress and leadership. In the past, the most
naturally gifted received most help for just this reason.

5. Stop forcing all students to take college prep courses. Not
everyone is suited to college. It makes no sense to ruin a good
plumber for the sake of creating a bad lawyer. Low academic
achievers must be guided into trades or other blue collar (skilled or
semi-skilled) jobs where they can succeed, rather than being forced
into college prep where they are bound to fail. Classes in subjects like
woodworking, auto repair, metal crafts, etc., should be restored to
their rightful place in the high school curriculum. Thousands of young
people who might succeed in such trades are presently being made to
feel like failures. Either they flunk college prep and drop out of high
school, or they barely pass, go to college, and fail there or get
bogged down in remedial courses. Up to 45 percent of incoming
American freshmen require remedial courses in math, writing, and
reading (Walter Williams, Education Today, 2014); and 80 percent of
college students taking remedial classes in 2008 had a high school
Grade Point Average of 3.0 or better (Washington Times, November
2011). Students often end up with crippling amounts of debt and no
job. (Total debt for college loans is fast approaching one trillion
dollars, with seven million ex-students in default.) According to a
recent study by Wells Fargo in 2014, one-third of Millennials (18 to 34
years old) say they would have been better off working than attending
college.

The current system is highly lucrative for the education establishment,
but how does it help young people contribute to society or get the
most out of life?

6. End uncontrolled immigration from countries with low average
intelligence levels (IQ) such as Mexico (average IQ: 87). Young



people from such countries add to the already large number of low-
achieving students with which our schools are dealing so ineffectually.
We have over 18 million illegal immigrants in this country (a
conservative estimate), aside from an even larger number of legal
immigrants; most haven’t finished high school, and many can’t read
English. So what are we doing to ourselves? Where will they all fit in
the future job market in the U.S.? Are we not really just building a
permanent underclass by all these actions and failures? 
Statistical projections based on current immigration patterns indicate
that the US Population in 2050 will consist of 13% blacks, 29%
Hispanics, 47% whites and 9% Asians. According to scholar Byron
Roth, population projections and IQ estimates for these various
groups suggest that the overall IQ of the US population will fall from
about 98 today to about 95 by mid-century. The effects will be
greatest among the most intelligent. If we set the IQ necessary for
receiving college instruction at 110—a generous estimate—then the
percentage of qualifying young people in the US will fall from 21%
today to 16% in 2050—a decline of 24% at a time when advanced
training is becoming increasingly important. More demanding jobs such
as doctors, research scientists, etc. require a minimum IQ of 120.
This group will decline from 7.1% to 4.8%—a huge drop.

For comparative purposes, consider that an increasingly aggressive
and self-confident China will in 2050 have some 160 million people out
of 1.2 billion with an IQ over 120, while the U.S. will have only 20
million out of 320 million people—a ratio of eight to one. (Roth, The
Perils of Diversity, 470-473) How will America keep its level of
prosperity and strength given these trends? 
We must heed the warning of Dr. Arthur Jensen on the importance of
general intelligence (g) in a complex, industrialized, information-
intensive society:

It would be difficult to see how a society with only 1% of its population
above IQ 120 could maintain a complex, technologically advanced
system. Those with higher intelligence should be encouraged to have
more children when in fact they now have less. Immigration by those



with low skills or intelligence should be replaced by those whose skills
are needed in science, computer and engineering fields. (Giftedness
and Genius: Crucial Differences)

7. Enforce discipline fairly but effectively. Students cannot learn in a
hostile or violent environment in the schools. Students differ in their
need for discipline just as they do in achievement, so racial quotas for
suspensions or other punishments are not appropriate.

8. Stop shielding incompetent teachers with tenure. 9. Allow parents
to choose their children’s schools. Freedom of choice in education,
with variety and competition among methods of schools, is more likely
to result in successful programs than a centrally dominated system.

10. End Federal mandating of educational programs for neighborhood
schools.

Why do so many Americans refuse to recognize natural differences?
Because in our culture, the concept of civic equality has been twisted
into a denial of natural inequality. Equality is a principle that can be
applied within the context of human institutions: equality before the
law, one-man-one-vote, etc. As Snyderman and Rothman write in The
IQ Controversy:

The danger inherent in egalitarianism is that a philosophy of human
rights may be extrapolated into a theory of human nature. That
individuals should be treated equally does not mean that all individuals
are equal. Whether as a result of accidents of birth and environment,
or through strength of will, people differ in abilities of all sorts.

An educational system that recognizes individual and group differences
as normal will be adaptable to the needs of different students, better
enabling each of them to fulfill their potential. Educational fairness
should not mean the same program of instruction for every child, but
an equal opportunity to excel in appropriately different programs
tailored to individual differences in general ability and specific
aptitudes. Life satisfaction is not the product of extensive education



and advanced degrees but from doing one’s personal best and
achieving a place in society—even if, for most of us, it is a modest
place.

STAR test results

The proficiency gap between California’s white, Latino, and black students has remained
almost unchanged even as their test scores have improved.

Note: 2007 scores are preliminary 
Source: California Department of Education 
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AN APPENDIX – EDUCATION TODAY
APPENDIX 1: 
Racial Comparisons

When making racial comparisons in educational achievement and test
scores in the United States, it is customary to distinguish four groups:
whites, blacks, Hispanics (also known as Latinos) and Asians. These
categories were not arrived at in any rational or systematic way.
Hispanics are not even a racial category at all, but include persons of
any race who trace their ancestry back to a Spanish speaking country.
In large parts of the US, the great majority of “Hispanics” are Mexican
mestizos, a mixture of American Indian and European. But in New
York City, most “Hispanics” are Puerto Rican, while in South Florida,
many are Cuban. Obviously, comparisons between such different
groups are of limited value.

High Asian achievement and test scores are mainly due to persons of
Chinese, Japanese and Korean ancestry. But the term “Asian” also
includes Pacific Islanders, who now number 1.2 million in the United
States and have not done well in school. Only 18 percent have a
bachelor’s degree, similar to the figures for Hispanics and blacks. The
Hmong and Khmer communities from South East Asia also tend to
lower achievement scores for “Asians,” as do, to a lesser extent,
Vietnamese Americans.

Even “white” is a problematic category. As defined by the US Census
bureau, “white” people include Arabs, Iranians and persons from the
Indian subcontinent. Representatives of these groups have protested
their inclusion in the “white” category, but so far the law has not been
changed. If the “white” category were restricted to persons of
European origin, average “white” academic achievement and test
scores would rise somewhat, thus widening the achievement gap.



All these classifications are a matter of political convenience, having
nothing to do with physical anthropology or social reality.

High School GPA (Males): Disaggregation for Asian Groups 
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Special Education Cost and Reality



America’s special education system today is a far cry from what
Congress envisioned when it passed the pathbreaking IDEA(Individual
with Disabilities Act) legislation in 1975. Disabled children, the law’s
sponsors vowed, would be guaranteed a “free appropriate public
education”. They envisioned such children being taught alongside of
students in the general population with special aids and support as
needed. Washington promised the states that it would reimburse them
40% of the cost incurred to education handicapped children. In reality
this was never more than 7% and such a shortfall has left many states
bitter about the mandated program. Then in 1993, the US Supreme
Court ordered a South Carolina district to reimburse the family of a
learning disabled child for tuition paid to send the youngster to a
private school because the family felt the public school was not
providing the level of education mandated. About one in four special
education students drop out of school and those who graduate remain
unemployed an average of 3-5 years. And nearly one third- primarily
those with emotional disabilities-are arrested at least once after
leaving high school. The costs in some cases are staggering. In
California, a school system had to pay $188,000 to send an
emotionally disturbed student to a Texas psychiatric institution for 14
months. A Georgia school system paid $42,000 toward the cost of
sending a mentally retarded student to Japan for “special education.”
In some cases the outside referrals are needed where a school
district can’t provide what the law requires, but many times the
parents put the child in a private school and then sue the district to
cover the costs. They usually win since it has been shown that
achievement scores do rise when private, expensive education is
obtained by the parents where the child then received individualized
attention that these schools can provide. (US News and World Report,
December 13, 1993)

Reading Gap Widens in Past Ten Years

In nearly every state, the reading gap between lower and higher
income students increased. In 12 states and the District of Columbia,
the gap widened by more than 30% with the largest increases in DC,



Hawaii and Tennessee. Disparities are also apparent among the five
largest racial groups. According to the 2013 study published by the
Annie Casey Foundation, a very liberal organization, 83% of black
students, 81% of Latinos, 78% of American Indian, 55% of white
students and 49% of Asian students are not proficient in the reading
skills.

They refer to data from the US Department of Education, National
Center for Educational Statistics, National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP), 2013 Reading Assessment.

By 2020, the United States is expected to face a shortage of 1.5
million workers with college degrees and a surplus of 6 million
unemployed people without a high school diploma.

In an article in the Los Angeles Times, July 18, 2015, Howard Blum
stated that No Child Left Behind had an ambitious goal to reform
America’s schools in 16 years; “Every student, everywhere, would be
academically successful by 2014. This hasn’t happened and the vast
majority of schools that receive federal aid are now labeled as failures
under the law.”



Index xviii 
Athletics and Academics

The University of Maryland is the only American university that links
athletic coaches’ compensation to the academic performance of
student athletes. In January 2015, University of California trustees
debated the introduction of a similar policy. However, Board of
Regents member Eddie Island argued that UC “should not impose a
cultural arrogance by setting grade and class standards too high for
athletes. We ought not to put harmful stumbling blocks in the way of
young people’s dreams of pro careers,” he said. The University



delayed a decision. Tying coach salaries to the academic achievement
of their athletes ( that can run as much as $3.5 million per year) might
drive away top dollar coaches and require that their team members
actually learn something tangible in college. Thus the fear at the UC
Regents meeting was that rigorous academic requirements might
force students to take the least demanding classes or leave UC for a
college without such rules. (Larry Gordon, LA Times, 16 January
2015).

Here is another good example of the impact of special consideration
for winning ball teams in this country. Notre Dame dismissed four
football starters for academic fraud in August 2014; no further details
were given. All were allowed to eventually return. The same was true
when the quarterback who was suspended in 2013 for cheating on
tests was allowed to return to the team. This as Notre Dame tried to
hold onto its number 17 position in the coaches’ poll.

The University of North Carolina has admitted its academic-fraud-for-
athletes scandal was worse than the public had been told. It is now
known that over the past 18 years, some 3,100 students took “paper
classes” with no faculty oversight and no actual class attendance.
Black Studies had hosted all the fake classes. Black athletes were
promised that their work on the sports teams would lead to real
education. (Bloomberg Businessweek, 22 October 2014)

Cheating to Raise Test Scores

There have been many school districts and unique classes that have
shown spectacular improvement in the past few years. This is far in
excess of what one might expect and way above the norm. So these
were used by liberals to verify that special teaching, special classes,
special love can work wonders. And while some success stories do
exist they are usually with surrounding circumstances that distort the
generalizations being made (such as most of the parents were college
grads, all had to enroll in special magnet schools and commit to total
involvement, etc).



Sadly many of these ‘success’ stores are clouded with cheating by
teachers and administrators on a rather massive scale in some areas.
Here are some examples:

1. Mrs. MiSawna Moore, principal in a school in Charleston, South
Carolina was given awards and lauded for the tremendous
improvements she brought to her school in a black neighborhood. She
is now under investigation for criminal fraud, and when tested this
year, only 44% of her students could meet the state standard, vs.
84.6 the previous year. Most of the tests had erasures on them and
this led to the investigation.

2. Pennsylvania’s top prosecutor has charged a principal and four
teachers with helping students cheat on their exams.

3. In Las Vegas, an investigation was started after a dramatic
increase in test scores in 2011-12 in Kelly Elementary School. The
principal and three others were fired when a large number of errors on
the answer sheet had been obviously changed.

4. Twenty Seven schools in California lost their test rankings this past
year including five in Los Angeles city due to the discovery of
widespread cheating on tests used to gauge student performance and
achievement. Schools are in Compton, Pasadena, Burbank, Lancaster
and Torrance. Teachers would in some cases call the students to their
desks to review the answers and give them the corrected ones. One
math teacher put the questions and answers on the black board.

5. Carpenter Charter School near Studio City, Los

Angeles has long been considered a top performer. Last year they
averaged 941 on the Academic Performance index which is based on
standardized tests and easily passed the state’s target of 800. It was
found that over 120 addresses of students attending could not be
verified and it was determined that they had imported kids from
surrounding areas so that the scores could be boosted.



6. In 2011 the State of California threw out the test scores of a top-
performing Los Angeles school and of the highest scoring campus in
the Green Dot charter school program after it was found out that
several teachers had aided the students to cheat on their tests.

7. According to a report in 2011, in the Atlanta school system, 182
educators have admitted cheating with misconduct documented at 44
of 100 schools. They then agreed to pay back $363,000 in federal
money won by teachers and administrators for the great job they had
been doing. (reported in the LA Times January 16, 2012). Then 35
educators and administrators were indicted for racketeering and
corruption. A sad end to a district that was once touted as the model
for the nation to follow for urban school districts. This included Beverly
Hall, former schools superintendent who gained national recognition in
2009 for turning the district around. Turned out that she was the ring
leader in the deliberate cheating process in the district. She even
terminated teachers who reported they had seen cheating in the
previous few years (2005 to 2009). She passed away last year before
her codefendants were sentenced to prison terms of up to seven
years.

8. In Washington DC, several school scores and tests have been held
in abeyance after it was learned of widespread cheating by teachers
trying to circumvent the tough policies of the new supervisor, Michelle
Rhee. In 2010, the testing company suggested an investigation was in
order when the erasure rates at 103 of its 168 schools were thought
to be excessive. Rhee was reluctant to investigate do fearing it might
blemish her merit pay program where principals at eight schools with
such high erasures had just been given an annual bonus of up to
$10,000 for boosting student test scores by an average of 48 points.

9. Short Avenue Elementary school, Arlington, Texas, which until now
had been touted as a success story. They are overwhelmingly Latino
and two-thirds are low income. Last year the school’s ranking was
848 before the cheating scandal which basically saw teachers either



filling in the right answers or walking around the class pointing out
wrong answers during the test.

10. Crescendo, which operates six schools in South LA, recently had
its founder, John Allen, fired after the district uncovered widespread
test cheating in the mostly black community. Seals were broken on the
tests received which allowed the teachers to then train the students on
the answers some days before the tests were given.

11. According to a report by US News and World Report, 35% of
teachers surveyed in North Carolina in 1990 admitted they were
aware of or involved with test tampering. In a national survey of
teachers, one in 11 reported pressure from administrators to cheat on
the standardized tests.

12. Cherokee Elementary School in Lake Forest, IL was riding high in
the late 1980s. Named one of the nation’s outstanding elementary
schools by the US Department of Education, principal Linda Chase
won kudos as a leading principal. Superintendent Allen Klingenberg
was honored as one of the nation’s top 100 educators and named
Superintendent of the Year. Then the truth came out. Both had urged
teachers to doctor their students’ scores in order to inflate Cherokee’s
reputation.

13. Public School 5 on Staten Island, NY had the highest reading
scores in the borough for 5 straight years, an accomplishment that
earned them lavish praise. Turns out that the school’s principal, Murray
Brenner, had systematically changed students incorrect answers. The
story broke when a mother of a disabled child reported that he had
scored 90% on the tests but could barely speak a full sentence.

14. Under a 1989 Oklahoma law, schools are put on probation by the
state if their students’ average scores on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
rank in the bottom fourth statewide. In 1991, 121 schools worked their
way off the state’s probation list by raising their scores. Then it was
discovered that the tactic used was to have the test be taken only by
the brightest in the class. Two or three students in all these schools



had been exempted under the state loophole that say special-
education children can be excused from the test with parent’s
permission.

15. A similar incident occurred in Mission Viejo, CA at Oxford
Preparatory Academy. They had scored in their first year of operation
in 2012 a near perfect score of 993 out of 1000. Parents reported
being asked by their teachers to keep their low performing kids home
the day of the tests and many did.

16. In 2008, teacher assistant Johanna Munoz helped her Orlando
area fourth graders on the state achievement tests. She erased wrong
answers and whispered corrections while she was helping non-native
English speakers with difficult words. She snapped her fingers in a
code students understood they should correct an answer. While the
teacher was out of the room, she warned all the kids “don’t tell
anyone, not even your parents.” If they told, she warned, they ‘would
fail the 4th grade.”

17. In an Arizona State University survey published in 2010, more than
50% of teachers admitted to some kind of cheating on Arizona’s tests.
They included a base of 3000 teachers who defined cheating broadly
—from accidentally leaving multiplication tables on the board, to
changing answers directly on the tests.

18. In Pontiac MI, a state investigation concluded the executive
director of K-12 instruction in the district “assisted students in
changing answers” while proctoring tests in 4th grade math and
language tests at Crofort Elementary in 2005. In 2003 this school
tested 39% proficient, in 2005 it reached 100%. On the English tests,
80% of them had erasures that changed the answers from wrong to
right.

19. In 2008 state writing tests at rural Jefferson County Middle School
in Florida were summoned to the cafeteria for a surprise practice test.
Turns out the questions matched the tests given the next day for real.
The discussion on who blew the whistle got heated at times since the



principal was black and the superintendent was white. In the latest
test given on what is presumed a fair basis, the average rank was a
D. The year before the cheating incident their rank was an F. In the
year of the cheating the score stood at a B.

20. Harvard reports that 62% of undergraduate students admitted to
cheating on either tests or papers, according to Rutgers professor
who studies student attitudes (2011)

21. Student photos of many state standardized tests are being posted
on social media as cell phones become more prevalent. This has
caused a two week delay in the release of scores for nearly 150
schools in California according to an article in the LA Times July 19,
2012. Some of the schools affected are Millikan High in Long Beach,
and North Hollywood High. In all, 249 students posted 442 images on
socialnetworking sites. The 147 affected schools are spread across
94 districts.

22. A Westside charter school teacher, in California, has left her job
following allegations that she pointed out wrong answers to her 4th
grade class students. Ocean Charter enrolls about 420 students and
has two locations: Del Rey and Mar Vista.

23. Investigators with the State Department of Education found that
Maryland School Assessment scores were compromised at
Abbottston Elementary and Ft. Washington Elementary in 2009 and
2010. The disclosure marks the second time in little more than a year
that city school officials have had to acknowledge cheating at schools
recognized nationally as models of successful urban education,
including one visited by Michelle Obama and another visited by the US
Secretary of Education and held up as models for the nation to follow.
At one school unfinished test books were completed by the teachers
and at the other there was an alarming incidence of erasures.

24. New York City officials invalidated scores on Regents high school
math exams and math tests in grades three through eight in Uniondale
District. Staffers were found to alter the tests after taken. The next



year the school test scores fell dramatically in contrast with most of
Long Island.

25. In Texas, the Dallas Morning News claimed there are more than
50,000 cases of cheating on the Texas Assessment of Knowledge and
Skills. Nearly a third of the schools in Texas were found to have
allowed some form of cheating including students copying each other’s
tests.

26. The Dayton, OH Daily News asked the state why no notice had
been taken of the fact that the City Day Charter School, which ranked
last in the state on the 2005 state math test, outranked the highest
scoring schools in the state in 2006. They found that 44 questions
from the exam had been given the students before the tests were
given.

And this is only a partial report on the sad state of today’s schools and
the supposed success of the various programs to close the
educational gap and raise student scores.

APPENDIX 6: 
Colleges Rethink Placement Tests

Placement tests are designed for applying students to take so that the
college knows what remedial classes they should require of that new
student. However, some of the educated elite at these colleges are
pushing for an elimination of most of these remedial classes since they
cost the poor students money, take time to complete and may
discourage them to the point of their dropping out. No mention is made
of the need for these students who performed poorly in high school to
have the necessary skills to even attempt college level work.

Judith Scott-Clayton, author of a recent study on remedial placement
by the Community College Research Center at Teachers College,
Columbia University, says that placement tests are a poor indicator of
how students will perform in college classes and that high school
grade point averages can be a better barometer. I found this an odd



comment given the rampant grade inflation found in most schools and
the that fact that many students can now graduate with a D average.

Connecticut has just passed legislation to replace most remedial
education at public colleges with intensive college-readiness programs
and supplemental support. California law requires the use of multiple
criteria, such as test scores, study skills, educational background and
goals, to determine in which classes to place students in. But the
placement test is the primary tool; transcripts and grade point
averages are not widely used.

And now Long Beach City College has launched a program called,
Promise Pathways, which could provide a model for the entire system
of 112 community colleges in the state of California. They will use high
school grades in English and math classes along with transcripts to
determine the appropriate college classes which students must take in
their first semester. It is assumed to cut by a third the number of
students having to take remedial classes. This is not totally clear. This
is expected to “especially benefit black and Latino students, who are
disproportionately assigned to remedial classes,” said Long Beach
City College President Eloy Oakley.

Students in the program will also have to enroll in a college success
course to help them with time management, note-taking, and other
study skills.

“If students can start at a higher level, their chances of success are
going to be far greater,” Sonia OrtizMercado indicated. “It will have a
great impact on persistence rates and completion rates.” She is dean
of matriculation and early assessment in the California Community
College office of the Chancellor.

It is difficult for me to understand how any of this effort will actually
help the students who are graduating from high school in a semi-
literate state as we know exists today. It feels almost like previous
efforts to just pass the kids from grade to grade to get them out and



pretend the graduation rates actually mean something in terms of
knowledge and ability.

Percentage of Active Students Passing College Preparatory Math
by Race/Ethnicity 
African Asian Latino WhiteAmerican

2002 Courses 
Algebra I 175 38 102 88 156 37 85 76 
Geometry 173 64 94 92 104 65 78 88 
Algebra II 40 63 78 95 53 67 52 91

Elementary 22 82 44 96 20 80 47 96 Functions

2003 Courses 
Algebra I 191 49 116 90 179 50 92 87 
Geometry 164 75 96 93 106 75 83 91 
Algebra II 64 75 82 96 66 80 60 94

Elementary 25 89 56 94 32 85 33 92 Functions
 
African Asian Latino WhiteAmerican

2004 Courses Algebra I 
Geometry Algebra II 
Elementary Functions 
240 62 124 92 192 61 102 90 192 68 102 90 122 76 75 90 84 72 94 96 88 71 62 92

15 10 64 95 45 98 34 93 0 
Index xix 
ACT Provides Tools to Measure College and Career Readiness:

In August 2014, it was reported that nearly a third of high school
seniors took the ACT test. With a possible score of 36, California’s
average composite was 22.3 compared to the national average of 21.
Time to cheer? Not really as it relates to the achievement gap.



ACT is a nonprofit in Iowa that provides tools to measure college and
career readiness. Fifty-seven percent of the nation’s high school
seniors took it. Of those taking the test 86% indicated they planned to
go to college, but only 69% actually enrolled.

Only 34% of students in California received satisfactory scores in all
subject areas. Across the nation the number is even lower at 26%. So
things look good for California until you see the results along racial
lines. Seventy percent of white students and 65% of Asian students
passed. Only 26% of Latinos and 21% of blacks passed.

“High aspirations are wonderful, but in too many cases, students’
actual preparation is not aligned with those aspirations,” Jon
Whitmore, the chief executive of ACT said in a statement. Sadly it is
these poor results which is prompting more colleges to ignore the
results of ACT tests and return to accepting students based just on
their high school grades.

What Should College Graduates Know?:

An October 2013 survey of recent graduates done and commissioned
by the American Council of Trustees and Alumni and conducted by
GfK Roper found that barely half knew that the Constitution
establishes a separation of powers, 43% failed to identify John
Roberts as the Chief Justice, 62% didn’t know the correct length of a
congressional term in office, and 83% didn’t know what the
Emancipation Proclamation ordered.

At the high school level, 77% of black students and 67% of Hispanics
could not identify that ice is the solid form of water.

Higher education has never been more expensive, or seemingly less
demanding. According the 2011 book, Academically Adrift, by Richard
Arum and Josipa Roksa, full time students in 1961 devoted 40 hours
per week to school work and study. By 2003 this had declined to 27
hours. This book goes on to testify that 36% of college graduates had
not shown any significant cognitive gains over four years. At issue is



whether there are certain books one should read and certain facts one
should know to be considered a truly educated person—or at least an
educated college graduate. Perhaps an overwhelming question is not
just what to study but learn how to do things and accomplish goals.

Black Leaders Speak Out:

Black Economist Glen Loury urges poor blacks to stop acting like
victims and learn the lessons of civility necessary to make it. “Blacks’
problems lie not in the heads of white people but rather in the wasted
and completely unfulfilled lives of too many black people.”

Former college president Alan Keyes states, “Civil rights leaders have
hurt the black underclass by abandoning self-help and economic self-
sufficiency effort, preferring legal battles that do not aid the poorest
blacks.”

Thomas Sowell, economist and senior fellow at the Hoover Institute,
Education, Assumptions vs. History(1986) stated that In more and
more cases, parents of students, with an eye to political exposure,
create a more contentious environment in which it is the teacher or the
principal who maintains a discreet silence for fear of legal or physical
retaliation. The sheer exhaustion of going through ‘due process’ for
every disruptive student who needs to be suspended, is enough to
discourage decisive action by many school officials.

The destruction of high-quality black schools has been associated with
a breakdown in the basic framework of law and order. “As few as ten
percent of the students acting as hard-core troublemakers is enough
to make a good education impossible.”

John McWhorter, associate professor of linguistics at the University of
California at Berkeley, Losing the Race, Self-Sabotage in Black
America(2001): “At Berkeley, I have found it impossible to avoid
nothing less than fearing that a black student in my class is likely to be
a problem case. We are trained to say at this point that I am
“stereotyping” but I have come to expect this for the simple reason it



has been true class after class, year after year. A few white
professors I have spoken to reluctantly admit that they have had the
same experience over their careers.”

Professor McWhorter went on to state that “we must remember that I
am writing about UC Berkley – these students are among the best
black scholars in the state of California.”

Myths of Achievement Scores:

“ Good News from Compton?” (LA Times, 21 August 2014) Frederick
Traham, a Compton resident and president of the PTA, announced
that test scores had risen throughout the district over the past ten
years. He also reported a higher graduation rate than in the past.

Traham boasted that Laurel Street Elementary in Compton had
experienced “one of the most dramatic jumps in test scores in the
entire country.” What he does not mention is that ten years ago, the
school was predominantly black; today it is 76% Latino and only 22%
black. So the real explanation for the increase in achievement may lie
in the changing ethnic make-up of the community, something for which
school officials hardly deserve credit.

In Santa Ana, California the school district bragged about the great
test results for one of its schools in a district that is 92% Latino and
with poor academic results historically.

But when we looked into this particular school, Arroyo Elementary
School, we found that what made it score so high was the ethnic
composition of the pupils which stood at 71% white and 10% Asian.
See the chart below:
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Mexican Revanchisme (Reclaim the land):

Gilda Ochoa’s Academic Profiling; Latinos, Asian Americans, and the
Achievement Gap (2013) is an indepth study of a school that is half
Hispanic and half Asian. It seeks to explain why Asians do so well in
school compared to Hispanics. Aside from the usual views of the
family focus, cultural advantage, and other excuses, she makes a
rather startling statement on the cause of the gap: “Today, schools



persist in English-only policies and Eurocentric curriculum. Such
practices are informed by and maintain hierarchies that privilege the
English language and dominant values, norms, and expectations. They
simultaneously ignore, undermine or outright ridicule the culture and
communities of many students.”

She goes on to mention Wendy Luttrell’s “ Teachers: They All Have
Their Pets” (1993) which remarks that favored students tend to be
lighter skinned, more feminine, and middle class. Other students know
this, and it fuels resentment and even harassment of “teacher’s pets.”

Tax Credit Program in Oklahoma Creates Voucher System:

Martin Friedman, with his wife Rose, established the Friedman
Foundation in 1996 to promote his vision of school choice for all
children. Starting small at that time it has mushroomed into a major
operation and the state now allows tax credits of up to $1,000 per
person for contributions of $2,000 or more. For corporations and
foundations, the cap is $200,000 which then allows them a $100,000
tax credit.

And with new state action, this gets even better. If a high-income
individual promises to give the same amount to the Foundation or any
scholarship granting organization (SGO’s) for the next three years,
he’ll generate a 75% tax credit this year followed by a 50% credit in
each of the next two years. Thus a $35,000 donation with a promise
to do the same for the next two years allows that person to enjoy a
reduction of $26,250 the first year and $17,500 for each of the next
two.

Students can select any private or parochial school they want to
attend. Such a program was approved by the US Supreme Court in
Zelman v. Simmons-Harris in 2002. Public schools have had some fear
of this emerging program but their revenue does not vary with
enrollment so funding is not impacted even if half the students leave.
So it actually increases the amount of funds available to the public
schools impacted.



Families of four can enjoy and obtain such scholarships if they earn
less than $132,000 per year. It is hoped that as more funds are
donated more benefit to the poorest children will flow.
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